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Tidal interactions have a significant influence on the late dynamics of compact binary systems,
which constitute the prime targets of the upcoming network of gravitational-wave detectors. We
refine the theoretical description of tidal interactions (hitherto known only to the second post-
Newtonian level) by extending our recently developed analytic self-force formalism, for extreme
mass-ratio binary systems, to the computation of several tidal invariants. Specifically, we compute,
to linear order in the mass ratio and to the 7.5th post-Newtonian order, the following tidal invariants:
the square and the cube of the gravitoelectric quadrupolar tidal tensor, the square of the gravito-
magnetic quadrupolar tidal tensor, and the square of the gravitoelectric octupolar tidal tensor. Our
high-accuracy analytic results are compared to recent numerical self-force tidal data by Dolan et
al. [1], and, notably, provide an analytic understanding of the light ring asymptotic behavior found
by them. We transcribe our kinematical tidal-invariant results in the more dynamically significant
effective one-body description of the tidal interaction energy. By combining, in a synergetic man-
ner, analytical and numerical results, we provide simple, accurate analytic representations of the
global, strong-field behavior of the gravitoelectric quadrupolar tidal factor. A striking finding is
that the linear-in-mass-ratio piece in the latter tidal factor changes sign in the strong-field domain,
to become negative (while its previously known second post-Newtonian approximant was always
positive). We, however, argue that this will be more than compensated by a probable fast growth,
in the strong-field domain, of the nonlinear-in-mass-ratio contributions in the tidal factor.
PACS numbers: 04.20.Cv, 04.30.-w, 04.25.Nx
I. INTRODUCTION
The current development of gravitational wave detec-
tors gives a new motivation for improving our theoreti-
cal understanding of the general relativistic dynamics of
compact binary systems, i.e., systems comprising black
holes and/or neutron stars. Recent work has shown that
tidal interactions have a significant influence on the late
dynamics of coalescing neutron star binaries [2–12]. It
makes it urgent to refine the theoretical description of
tidal effects in the strong-field regime reached in the last
stages of the inspiralling phase of neutron star binaries.
In recent years, it has been understood that a useful
strategy for studying the strong-field aspects of the dy-
namics of compact binaries is to combine, in a synergetic
manner, information gathered from several different ap-
proximation methods, namely: the post-Newtonian (PN)
formalism, the post-Minkowskian one, the gravitational
self-force (SF) formalism, full numerical relativity simu-
lations, and, the effective one-body (EOB) formalism. In
particular, the EOB formalism [13–16] appears to define
a useful framework which can combine, in an efficient and
accurate manner, information coming from all the other
approximation schemes, while also adding genuinely new
information coming from EOB theory. For recent ex-
amples of this synergetic use of EOB theory see Refs.
[17–23].
In the present paper, we shall refine the theoretical de-
scription of tidal interactions by combining, within EOB
theory, three types of information: (i) the state-of-the-art
PN knowledge of tidal interaction in comparable mass bi-
nary systems (which is limited to the 2PN level [24]); (ii)
the extension to tidal effects of a recently developed high-
accuracy analytic description of extreme-mass-ratio bi-
nary systems to linear order in the mass ratio q = m1/m2
[23, 25–27]; and (iii) recent numerical self-force compu-
tations of some tidal invariants to linear order in q [1].
An important aspect of the present work will be to
transcribe the purely kinematic knowledge of some tidal
invariants (expressed as functions of the dimensionless
frequency parameter y = (Gm2Ω/c
3)2/3, where Ω is the
orbital frequency) into the dynamical knowledge of the
tidal interaction energy of binary systems. This will be
done within the EOB formulation of tidal effects pro-
posed by Damour and Nagar [28]. Up to now this for-
mulation has been developed only through PN theory,
and was limited to the fractional second post-Newtonian
(2PN) level, i.e., at the level where one includes rela-
tivistic corrections of order (v/c)4 to the Newtonian tidal
binding energy [24]. [For previous, 1PN accurate, tidal
computations see [28, 29].]
Here, thanks to the technology developed in our pre-
vious papers [23, 25–27], we shall be able to analytically
compute several tidal invariants to a very high-order ac-
curacy, namely 7.5PN, i.e. (v/c)15 beyond the Newto-
nian level, but only to linear order in q. We shall then
transcribe this kinematic information into a more dy-
namically useful form. More precisely, we shall com-
pute to 7.5PN accuracy the relativistic factors Aˆl
ǫ
=
1 + O
((
v
c
)2)
that multiply the leading-order EOB de-
2scription of the tidal interaction energy in binary sys-
tems. As we shall see in detail later, the label l denotes
the multipolarity of the considered interaction, while ǫ
denotes its parity: + for even (or electric-like) parity,
and − for odd (or magnetic-like) parity. Our main focus
will be the two dominant tidal interactions: quadrupolar-
electric (2+) and quadrupolar-magnetic (2−).
Another important aspect of our synergetic study of
tidal effects will be to compare our 7.5PN-accurate an-
alytic results to the recent accurate numerical self-force
results of Dolan et al. [1] on some tidal invariants. In ad-
dition, we shall combine our analytic PN and EOB knowl-
edge with the accurate data of [1] to propose some sim-
ple, but numerically accurate, analytic representations of
the EOB tidal relativistic factors Aˆl
ǫ
(u;X1) valid in the
strong field regime u ∼ O(1), relevant for describing the
late stages of coalescing neutron star binaries. To guide
the reader through our later developments, let us dis-
play here the notation we shall use for some important
quantities throughout this paper.
The masses of the gravitationally interacting two bod-
ies are m1 and m2, with the convention that m1 ≤ m2.
We then define
M ≡ m1 +m2 , µ ≡ m1m2
M
,
ν ≡ µ
M
=
m1m2
(m1 +m2)2
(1.1)
[Beware of the fact that in the SF literature the letter
M is often used to denote the large mass, i.e., m2 in our
notation, while the letter µ is often used to denote the
small mass, i.e., m1 in our notation.]
Besides the symmetric mass ratio ν just defined, we
shall also use the other dimensionless mass ratios
q ≡ m1
m2
≤ 1 , X1 ≡ m1
m1 +m2
≤ 1
2
. (1.2)
Note the links
ν =
q
(1 + q)2
, X1 =
q
1 + q
, (1.3)
and the fact that, in the small mass-ratio case q ≪ 1, we
have ν ≃ X1 ≃ q ≪ 1. [By contrast, X2 ≡ m2M ≡ 1 −X1
is equivalent to 1− q +O(q2) in this limit.]
We will evaluate all SF quantities on the world line
L1 of the smaller mass, m1. Tidal invariants will be ex-
pressed either in terms of the dimensionless frequency
parameters, x and y, or of the EOB dimensionless grav-
itational potential u. Here, we define
x =
(
G(m1 +m2)Ω
c3
)2/3
(1.4)
y =
(
Gm2Ω
c3
)2/3
(1.5)
u =
G(m1 +m2)
c2rEOB
. (1.6)
In the Newtonian limit u ≃ x ≃ (v/c)2 (while x ≡ (1 +
q)2/3y). In the following we shall often set G = c =
1, except when it may be physically illuminating to re-
establish the presence of G or c in some expression.
II. RELATIVISTIC TIDAL EFFECTS IN
BINARY SYSTEMS: RECAP OF KNOWN
RESULTS
Before dealing with the new, high-PN order, tidal re-
sults that are the main aim of this work, let us recall
the state of the art in the knowledge of relativistic tidal
effects in binary systems.
Ref. [30] extended the concept of Love number (mea-
suring the tidal polarizability of an extended body) to
neutron stars, and showed that the corresponding finite
size effects start modifying the dynamics of compact bi-
nary systems at the (formal) 5PN level. In an effective
field theory description of extended objects, finite size ef-
fects are treated by augmenting the leading-order skele-
tonized point-mass action describing gravitationally in-
teracting compact objects [30],
S0 =
∫
dDx
c
c4
16πG
√−gR(g)−
∑
A
∫
mAc
2dτA , (2.1)
where dτA ≡ c−1(−gµν(yA)dyµAdyνA)1/2 is the (dimension-
ally) regularized proper time along the world line yµA(τA)
of body A, by additional, nonminimal world line cou-
plings involving higher-order derivatives of the field [31–
33]. To classify the possible tidal-related nonminimal
world line scalars, it is useful to appeal to the relativis-
tic theory of tidal expansions [34–36]. In the notation
of Refs. [35, 36], the tidal expansion of the “external
metric”felt by body A (member of a N -body system)
is expressed in terms of two types of tidal tensors: the
gravitoelectric GAL(τA) ≡ GAa1...al(τA), and gravitomag-
netic HAL (τA) ≡ HAa1...al(τA), symmetric trace-free (spa-
tial) tensors, together with their proper time derivatives.
(The spatial indices ai = 1, 2, 3 refer to local-frame coor-
dinates, X0A = cτA, X
a
A attached to body A.) In terms of
these tidal tensors, the most general nonminimal world
line action has the form
Snonminimal =
∑
A
{
1
4
µ
(2)
A
∫
dτAG
A
αβ G
αβ
A
+
1
6 c2
σ
(2)
A
∫
dτAH
A
αβ H
αβ
A
+
1
12
µ
(3)
A
∫
dτAG
A
αβγ G
αβγ
A
+
1
4 c2
µ
′(2)
A
∫
dτAG˙
A
αβG˙
αβ
A
+ . . .
}
, (2.2)
where G˙αβA ≡ uµA∇µGAαβ and where the ellipsis refer
to higher-order invariants involving, e.g., higher-than-
quadratic tidal scalars, starting with a term cubic in the
3quadrupolar tidal tensor GAab:∫
dτAG
A
abG
A
bcG
A
ca . (2.3)
In the text, we shall focus on the simplest invariants as-
sociated with the quadrupolar (l = 2) electric-type and
magnetic-type tidal tensors Gab, Hab (see Appendix D
for octupolar-level invariants). The latter are related as
follows to the spatial components (in the local frame) of
the “electric” and “magnetic” parts of the Riemann ten-
sor (evaluated, with dimensional regularization, along the
considered world line)
GAαβ ≡ −EAαβ(UA) , (2.4)
HAαβ ≡ +2 cBAαβ(UA) , (2.5)
where EAαβ(UA) and BAαβ(UA) are defined as
EAαβ(UA) = RαµβνUµAUνA
BAαβ(UA) = R∗αµβνUµAUνA , (2.6)
and where UµA ≡ dyµA/dτA denotes the 4-velocity of body
A.
We shall always assume that we are interested in the
tidal invariant of the body labeled 1 (with mass m1),
member of a binary system. For ease of notation, we
shall henceforth often suppress the body label A = 1.
The quadrupolar electric-like tidal tensor (2.4), in com-
parable mass binary systems, has been computed to
1PN fractional accuracy in Refs. [37, 38] (see also Refs.
[29, 39]). Ref. [40] has also computed to 1PN accu-
racy the octupolar electric-like tidal tensor, Gabc, and
the quadrupolar magnetic-like tidal tensor Hab ∼ Bab.
The significantly more involved calculation of tidal ef-
fects, along general orbits, in binary systems at the 2PN
fractional accuracy has been tackled by Bini, Damour
and Faye [24]. For later comparison, let us quote the
values of the 2PN-accurate tidal invariants computed in
[24] for the simple case of circular orbits. There are two
ways of expressing these results in a gauge-invariant way.
First, one can express them in terms of the symmetric,
dimensionless frequency parameter x = ((m1+m2)Ω)
2/3,
see Eq. (1.4). Note that x is related to the body-
dissymmetric (SF motivated) frequency parameter y, Eq.
(1.5), via
x ≡
(
1 +
m1
m2
)2/3
y = (1 + q)2/3y , (2.7)
where q ≡ m1/m2.
In terms of x the 2PN-accurate results of [24] read (say,
after using Eq. (4.12) there to replace the harmonic-
coordinate radius rh12 in terms of x)
Je2 ≡ [Eαβ(U)]21 =
6m22
M6
x6
[
1− 3x+ 3x2
(1− 3x)2
+ (2X21 −X1)x
+
(
5
3
X41 −X31 +
787
84
X21
+
1
4
X1
)
x2 +OX1(x
3)
]
, (2.8)
Jb2 ≡ [Bαβ(U)]21 =
18m22
M6
x7
[
1− 2x
(1 − 3x)2
+
(
10
3
X21 − 2X1
)
x
+OX1(x
2)
]
. (2.9)
Here, we recall thatX1 ≡ m1/M ≡ q/(1+q), and we have
included the exact results in the test-mass limit X1 → 0.
[The notationOa(x
n) denotes a term which vanishes with
a and which is O(xn).]
A second useful way of expressing these tidal scalars in
a gauge-invariant way is to express them in terms of the
EOB radial distance rEOB (which has a gauge-invariant
meaning). This can be done either by using Eqs. (5.28)
and (5.29) in [24], or, by using the exact relation between
u ≡ GM/(c2rEOB) and x predicted by EOB theory [17],
viz
x = u
(− 12A′(u)
h2(u)
)1/3
, (2.10)
where
h2(u) = 1 + 2ν
 A(u)√
A˜(u)
− 1
 , (2.11)
A˜(u) ≡ A(u) + 1
2
uA′(u) . (2.12)
Here, A(u; ν) (making also its dependence on ν explicit)
is the basic EOB radial potential, which generalizes the
famous Schwarzschild potential 1 − 2GM/(c2r) to the
two-body case. Thanks to many studies over the last
years, a lot is known about the EOB radial potential
A(u; ν), both for what concerns its PN expansion (i.e.,
its expansion in powers of u = GM/(c2rEOB)), and its
self-force (SF) expansion (i.e., its expansion in powers
of ν = m1m2/M
2 = q/(1 + q)2). The full PN expan-
sion of A(u; ν) has been recently determined to the 4PN
level [25]. For our present purpose, we only need to use
the (remarkably simple) 2PN-accurate value of A(u; ν),
namely [13]
A2PN(u; ν) = 1− 2u+ 2νu3 +Oν(u4) . (2.13)
Inserting this result in Eq. (2.10) yields the links
x = u+
1
3
νu2 +
(
−5
4
+
2
9
ν
)
νu3 +Oν(u
4) , (2.14)
u = x− 1
3
νx2 +
5
4
νx3 +Oν(x
4) . (2.15)
4Inserting (2.14) in Eqs. (2.8) and (2.9) yields
Je2 =
6m22
r6EOB
[
1− 3u+ 3u2
(1− 3u)2
+ X1u+
1
28
(295X21 − 7X1)u2 +OX1(u3)
]
,
Jb2 =
18m22
r7EOB
[
1− 2u
(1− 3u)2
+
1
3
(3X21 +X1)u +OX1(u
2)
]
. (2.16)
It should be noted that the X1-dependence of the invari-
ants Je2 and Jb2 is simpler when these scalars are ex-
pressed in terms of the EOB radial distance rEOB (with
u ≡ GM/(c2rEOB)). In particular, the 1PN correction to
Je2 is linear in X1, and the 2PN correction is quadratic in
X1. The same holds when expressing Je2 in terms of the
harmonic (or ADM) radial distance. By contrast, when
expressing Je2 in terms of the frequency parameter x, the
1PN correction is quadratic in X1, while the 2PN one is
already quartic in X1, see Eq. (2.8) [A similar increase
in mass-ratio complexity was noticed in Ref. [26], when
expressing the binding energy in terms of x instead of u.]
We shall come back below to the importance of the
nonlinear dependence of the quadrupolar electric tidal
invariant Je2 on the mass fraction X1 = m1/M . To con-
clude this recap section, let us quote the values taken
by Je2 and Jb2 when taking the small-mass-ratio limit
X1 = q/(1 + q) → 0, and expressing them in terms of
the SF-friendly (but body-dissymmetric) frequency pa-
rameter y, Eq. (1.5). For finite values of q, the link (2.7)
between x and y involves nasty powers of 1 + q. How-
ever, the link simplifies when considered to first order in
q, namely
x =
(
1 +
2
3
q +O(q2)
)
y . (2.17)
Similarly, the 2PN-accurate links (2.14) and (2.15) yield,
to first order in q:
y =
(
1− 2
3
q
)
u+
1
3
qu2 − 5
4
qu3 +O(u4)
+O(q2) , (2.18)
u =
(
1 +
2
3
q
)
y − 1
3
qy2 +
5
4
qy3 +O(y4)
+O(q2) . (2.19)
Using these, and working with (SF-motivated) body-
dissymmetric dimensionless tidal invariants involving ex-
tra powers of the large mass m2, we have
m42Je2 = 6y
6 1− 3y + 3y2
(1− 3y)2 + q
(−12y6
−30y7 − 93
2
y8 +O(y9)
)
+O(q2) , (2.20)
m42Jb2 = 18y
7 1− 2y
(1− 3y)2 + q
(−24y7
−84y8 +O(y9))+O(q2) . (2.21)
Let us finally quote the form of the corresponding results
for the redshift-rescaled scalars
Je2 = [Eαβ(k)]2 = Γ−41 [Eαβ(U)]2 , (2.22)
Jb2 = [Bαβ(k)]2 = Γ−41 [Bαβ(U)]2 . (2.23)
Here Γ1 ≡ (dt/dτ)1 ≡ U t1 ≡ 1/z1 is the (inverse) redshift
factor along the world line of m1 while k = Γ
−1
1 U1 =
∂t + Ω∂φ denotes the Killing vector associated with the
helical symmetry of the circular binary system. Both the
PN expansion, and the SF expansion, of Γ1 have been
the focus of many studies in recent years [19, 41–46]. For
the purpose of this section, we only need the expansion
of Γ1 up to 2PN-accuracy in y, and to first order in q
Γ1 = (1− 3y)−1/2 + q (−y
−2y2 − 5y3 + O(y4))+O(q2) , (2.24)
or, equivalently
Γ−21 = 1− 3y + q (2y
−5y2 − 5
4
y3 +O(y4)
)
+O(q2) . (2.25)
Inserting this result in Eqs. (2.22) and (2.14) yields
m42Je2 = 6y6(1 − 3y + 3y2) + q
(−12y6
+66y7 − 69
2
y8 +O(y9)
)
+O(q2) , (2.26)
m42Jb2 = 18y7(1− 2y) + q
(−24y7
+132y8 +O(y9)
)
+O(q2) . (2.27)
In some sections of this paper, the behavior of various
SF-expanded quantities as the considered circular orbit
approaches the light ring (LR) [i.e., as x → 3 + O(q),
u → 3 + O(q) or y → 3 + O(q)] will play an important
role. Note that this behavior depends very much on the
considered quantity. E.g., the O(q0) pieces in Je2 and
Jb2 blow up as ∼ (1− 3x)−2 ∼ (1− 3u)−2 ∼ (1− 3y)−2,
while their redshifted-rescaled counterparts have finite
limits at the LR. [The O(q0) piece in Γ1 goes to infinity
as (1− 3y)−1/2 near the LR.] We shall discuss below the
LR behavior of the O(q1) contributions in these scalars.
III. TIDAL INVARIANTS TO THE
FRACTIONAL 7.5PN LEVEL, UP TO THE FIRST
ORDER IN THE MASS RATIO
The previous section has recalled the current knowl-
edge (up to the fractional 2PN level) of tidal invariants
5in comparable-mass circular binaries. We shall henceforth
consider first-order gravitational self-force contributions
to tidal invariants in small mass ratio circular binaries.
More precisely, we shall show how to analytically com-
pute Je2 , Jb2 and several other tidal scalars when working
to first order in q = m1/m2 ≪ 1. The technique we shall
use is a rather straightforward generalization of the ap-
proach we used in several recent works [23, 25–27]. Let
us briefly recall the main features of our technique.
The first feature (which generalizes an idea introduced
by Detweiler [41]) is to consider a gauge-invariant func-
tion. Here, we regularize and evaluate several scalars
Je2 , Jb2 , etc., along the world line L1 of the small mass
m1 in a circular binary. One then considers the func-
tional dependence of these gauge-invariant scalars on the
(gauge-invariant) frequency parameter y, Eq. (1.5).
The second feature is to express the above invariants
in terms of the mass-ratio rescaled first-order self-force
(1SF) perturbation hµν of the background metric g
(0)
µν :
gαβ(x
µ) = g
(0)
αβ (x
µ,m2) + q hαβ(x
µ) +O(q2) . (3.1)
Here, g
(0)
αβ is taken to be a Schwarzschild metric of mass
m2 and we recall that q = m1/m2.
The third feature is to compute hαβ(x
µ) near the world
line of m1 by combining several analytical approaches to
Regge-Wheeler-Zerilli theory. The analytical approach
used depends on the multipolar order l in the tensor mul-
tipolar expansion of hαβ(x
µ). The nonradiative multi-
poles 0 ≤ l ≤ 1 are treated analytically, by transforming
the results of [47, 48] to an asymptotically flat gauge.
The radiative multipoles 2 ≤ l ≤ 5 are treated by com-
puting the near-zone re-expansion of the hypergeometric-
expansion form of Regge-Wheeler-Zerilli theory intro-
duced by Mano, Suzuki and Tagasugi [49–51]. The
generic, higher-l radiative multipoles l ≥ 6 are obtained
by solving an inhomogeneous Regge-Wheeler equation by
a straightforward PN expansion. As discussed in our pre-
vious paper [23] the hypergeometric-expansion treatment
of the lth multipole allows one to correctly include the
near zone tail effects up to the (l + 2)th PN level. The
fact that we use such a treatment up to l = 5 therefore
means that our near zone metric starts being inaccurate
(because of the use of a straightforward PN expansion)
only at the 8PN level. In other words, our near zone
metric will be accurate up to the 7.5PN level included
(which is the same accuracy that we used in our recent
spin-orbit computation [23]). This accuracy will allow us
to compute the quadrupolar electric and magnetic tidal
invariants Je2 , Jb2 , Eq. (2.8) to the fractional 7.5PN ac-
curacy, i.e. to the order (Gm2/(c
2r))7.5 ∼ y7.5 beyond
the Newtonian level result, JNewtone2 = 6m2/r
6. [We have
the same fractional PN accuracy in Je2 and Jb2 because
our error in the electric (magnetic) curvature comes from
neglecting some tail terms in the corresponding electric
(magnetic) l = 6 multipoles.]
To relieve the tedium, and because many aspects of our
present study are similar to our previous works [23, 25–
27] we shall relegate the technical details of our compu-
tation to some Appendices. Let us only stress here the
features of our calculations that are conceptually differ-
ent from those of Ref. [23]. The first such feature is that
we are now evaluating a combination of terms involving
up to the second derivatives of the metric perturbation
hµν .
To be more precise, let k = ∂t + Ω∂φ be the helical
Killing vector of the spacetime around a binary system
(of masses m1 and m2) on circular orbits. We recall that
the 4-velocity vector of body 1, say Uµ1 , is parallel to the
value of the Killing vector kµ along the world line L1 of
body 1, i.e.,
Uµ1 = Γ1k
µ . (3.2)
The proportionality factor Γ1 (equal to Detweiler’s red-
shift variable U t1 = dt/dτ1) is obtained from the normal-
ization condition U1 · U1 = −1, i.e.,
− Γ−21 = [gµνkµkν ]1 = [gtt + 2Ωgtφ +Ω2gφφ]1 . (3.3)
Here, and below, the brackets [. . .]1 indicate that
one evaluates (after regularization) a spacetime-varying
quantity on the world line L1. When the context makes
clear what is intended, we shall omit to indicate those
evaluation brackets (as we did in Eqs. (2.4), (2.6 above).
In addition, as, in the following, we shall always evaluate
quantities on the world line of body 1, rather than body
2, we shall often simplify the notation by omitting the
body label 1 on quantities such as U = U1 or Γ = Γ1.
Let us also recall that all the invariants are initially com-
puted as functions of the coordinate radius r0 of particle
1. One then needs to re-express r0 in terms of the gauge-
invariant frequency parameter y. This is done by using
the following relation [41]
Ω =
√
m2
r30
(
1− q r
2
0
4m2
[∂rhkk]1 +O(q
2)
)
. (3.4)
This relation follows from the geodesic character of L1
(which also implies the condition [∂φhkk]1 = 0). Here,
hkk ≡ hµνkµkν denotes the double k−contraction of the
metric perturbation.
Instead of working with the invariants made of the
usual gravitoelectric U -projection of the curvature ten-
sor, Eαβ(U) = [RαµβνUµUν ]1, we found convenient to
work with the gravitoelectric k-projection of the curva-
ture tensor, i.e.,
Eαβ(k) ≡ [Rαµβνkµkν ]1 = Γ−2Eαβ(U) . (3.5)
The simplest invariant associated with Eαβ(k) is
Je2 ≡ [gαα
′
gββ
′Eαβ(k)Eα′β′(k)]1 ≡ TrE2(k) . (3.6)
When considering the m2-adimensionalized
1 version,
J˜e2 ≡ m42Je2 of Je2 , and inserting in Eq. (3.6) the per-
turbed metric (3.1), we get, to first order in the mass
1 Using G = c = 1.
6ratio q = m1/m2
J˜e2 ≡ m42Je2 = 6y6(1−3y+3y2)+q δe2(y)+O(q2) , (3.7)
where the first term on the right-hand-side (r.h.s.) is
the unperturbed (m2-Schwarzschild background) scalar
Tr[E2(k)] expressed in terms of the m2-scaled frequency
parameter y ≡ (m2Ω)2/3, and where the O(q) perturba-
tion is given by the following combination of derivatives
of hµν
δe2(y) = −y5∂θθhkk −
(3y − 1)2y5
1− 2y ∂φ¯φ¯hkk + (1− 2y)(2− 3y)y
3m22∂rrhkk
+2(1− 3y)y11/2∂φ¯htr + 2
(1− 3y)y7
m2
∂φ¯hrφ + 2(1− 3y)(2− 3y)y4m2∂rhkk
−2(1− 3y)y
7
m2
∂rhφφ − 2(1− 3y)y11/2∂rhtφ
−2(1− 2y)(18y2 − 18y + 5)y6hrr + 2(1− 3y)(1− y)y
8
(1− 2y)m22
hφφ + 4
(1− 3y)y15/2
(1− 2y)m2 htφ
−2 y
8
m22
hθθ +
2y7
(1 − 2y)hkk . (3.8)
The r.h.s. of Eq. (3.8) (here written without making
use of Einstein’s equations) is meant to be regularized
and evaluated at the location of particle 1. We have
already used the fact that particle 1 moves along an
equatorial (θ = π/2) circular orbit located at the radius
r0 = m2/y + O(q). The evaluation, and regularization,
of δ is done along the same lines as our previous work
[23]. The metric perturbation hµν is decomposed into
tensor spherical harmonics hlmµν (of even and odd types),
and is computed in Regge-Wheeler gauge. Each lm mul-
tipolar contribution to δ is finite. As already mentioned,
the explicit computation of hlmµν , and the corresponding
δlm ≡ δ[hlm,evenµν ] + δ[hlm,oddµν ], depends on the value of
l. The non radiative multipoles 0 ≤ l ≤ 1 are exactly
known. The low radiative multipoles 2 ≤ l ≤ 5 are com-
puted as hypergeometric-function expansions, which are
then re-expanded in powers of ωr and m2/r. The higher
radiative multipoles l ≥ 6 are directly computed as a
PN expansion, i.e., as a near-zone expansion in powers
of ωr and m2/r. For each value of l, after the near-zone
expansion, the dependence on the “magnetic multipolar
number”m is sufficiently explicit to allow one to perform
the summation of δlm over m (from −l to +l), thanks to
the existence of standard summation rules [52].
The singular nature of δ as the location of particle
1 is approached shows up in the fact that the value of
the r.h.s. of Eq. (3.8) depends on whether the radial
coordinate r of the field point xλ, where hlmµν (x
λ) and its
derivatives are evaluated, approaches the radial location
r0 of particle 1 from above or from below.
Let δ+lm denote the result obtained when r → r+0 ,
and δ−lm the result obtained when r → r−0 . The cor-
responding results after summation over m are denoted
δ±l =
∑l
m=−l δ
±
lm. As in Ref. [23], it is convenient to
focus on the average between the two limits, say
δ0l ≡
1
2
(δ+l + δ
−
l ) . (3.9)
Indeed, this radial-limit average eliminates some singu-
lar terms (namely, those that are odd under reflection
around the particle location, such as singular terms of
the type ∂µρ
−1, where ρ denotes the distance between
the field point and the world line).
When considering gauge-invariant perturbed quanti-
ties δ that depended only on hµν and, possibly, its first
derivatives [23, 25–27], the average δ0l , Eq. (3.9) was
found to have a limit as l → ∞. Here, the presence
of second derivatives in δ, Eq. (3.8), corresponds to a
more singular spacetime behavior around L1 (involving
∂µνρ
−1). As a priori expected, we found that this im-
plied a quadratic growth of δ0l as l →∞. More precisely,
we found (from our generic-l PN-expanded analytic so-
lution) that the large l behavior of δ0l has the form
δ0l = b0(y)l(l + 1) + b1(y) +O
(
1
l2
)
. (3.10)
A convenient technical feature of our approach is that
we can (by using our PN-expanded solution) analytically
compute, to any preassigned order, the PN expansion of
the two coefficients b0(y) and b1(y). For instance, in the
7case of J˜2e we found
b0(y) = 6y
6 − 63
2
y7 +
1251
32
y8 +
105
128
y9 +
15435
8192
y10
+
143073
32768
y11 +
5353803
524288
y12 +
50560281
2097152
y13
+O(y14) (3.11)
b1(y) = −183
8
y7 +
4335
64
y8 − 43437
512
y9 +
105447
8192
y10
+
4328493
131072
y11 +
89808549
1048576
y12 +
1882340487
8388608
y13
+O(y14) . (3.12)
This allows us to compute the “subtraction term”
B(y; l) ≡ b0(y)l(l+ 1) + b1(y) (3.13)
to any preassigned PN order. Finally, the regularized
value of δ is given by the convergent series (see Eq.
(3.10))
δreg =
∞∑
l=0
(
δ0l −B(y; l)
)
. (3.14)
With this technique we were able to compute the PN ex-
pansion of the function δreg(y) up to the fractional 7.5PN
accuracy, i.e., modulo a fractional error term Oln (y
8), or
an absolute error term y6Oln (y
8) = Oln (y
14). [Here,
Oln (y
n) denotes a term of order yn modulo logarithmic
corrections.] The technical details of our computation
are given in Appendix A. Our final result for the O(q)
(1SF) term in Eq. (3.7) reads
δrege2 (y) = −12y6 + 66y7 −
69
2
y8 +
(
−2407
4
+
1779
128
π2
)
y9
+
(
2339879
800
− 38949
512
π2 − 9216
5
ln(2)− 4608
5
γ − 2304
5
ln(y)
)
y10
+
(
206336
35
γ − 232180789
33600
+
103168
35
ln y +
501504
35
ln 2 +
1393795
4096
π2 − 17496
7
ln 3
)
y11
− 164352
175
πy23/2
+
(
9913288243
1209600
− 4725416287
1179648
π2 − 6580119
524288
π4 − 199504
189
γ + 30618 ln(3)
−37677392
945
ln(2)− 99752
189
ln(y)
)
y12
+
7660504
1225
πy25/2
+
(
7299159446817431
32598720000
− 11139849
80
ln(3)− 203838659456
1819125
γ +
70709473888
1819125
ln(2)
− 101919329728
1819125
ln(y)− 9765625
528
ln(5) +
5259264
175
ln(2)γ +
2629632
175
ln(y) ln(2)
+
1314816
175
ln(y)γ − 42271455505841
3303014400
π2 +
328704
175
ln2(y) +
1314816
175
γ2
+
5259264
175
ln2(2)− 73728
5
ζ(3) +
16267066167
33554432
π4
)
y13
− 675068098
218295
πy27/2 +Oln (y
14) . (3.15)
Using the same technique we computed several other
tidal invariants as function of y; see Appendices B, C, D
for details.
First, besides the quadratic tidal electric invariant
Tr[E2(k)], we also computed the trace of the cube of the
tidal electric matrix Eµν(k). Writing the 1SF contribu-
tion to the adimensionalized version of this cubic invari-
ant in factorized form,
m62Tr[E3(k)] = −3(1−3y)(2−3y)y9
(
1 + qδ̂e3(y)
)
+O(q2) ,
(3.16)
we found the 7.5PN-accurate result (see Appendix B for
details):
8δ̂rege3 (y) = −3 +
15
2
y +
147
8
y2 +
(
1779
512
π2 − 1561
16
)
y3
+
(
1336679
3200
− 2304
5
ln(2)− 576
5
ln(y)− 1152
5
γ − 2271
256
π2
)
y4
+
(
−11479819
134400
+
907147
16384
π2 +
2336
7
ln(y) +
68928
35
ln(2) +
4672
7
γ − 4374
7
ln(3)
)
y5
−41088
175
πy11/2
+
(
−21915684437
4838400
− 6580119
2097152
π4 − 900450163
4718592
π2 − 386860
189
ln(2)
+
1186538
945
ln(y) +
2373076
945
γ +
37179
7
ln(3)
)
y6
+
181694
245
πy13/2
+
(
170773056511481
130394880000
− 17943532507
1819125
ln(y)− 29165103
2240
ln(3) +
328704
175
ln(y)γ
+
657408
175
ln(y) ln(2) +
1314816
175
ln(2)γ − 35887065014
1819125
γ +
82176
175
ln2(y)− 9765625
2112
ln(5)
−4286862278
1819125
ln(2) +
1314816
175
ln2(2) +
7573535048959
13212057600
π2 +
328704
175
γ2 − 18432
5
ζ(3)
+
5955078711
134217728
π4
)
y7 +
497879621
218295
πy15/2 +Oln (y
8) . (3.17)
In addition we considered the quadratic tidal-magnetic
invariant
Tr[B2(k)] = [Bµν(k)Bνµ(k)]1 (3.18)
where Bµν(k) = R∗µανβkαkβ ≡ Γ−2Bµν(U). The 1SF
accurate expansion (in nonfactorized form) of its m2-
adimensionalized version reads
m42Tr[B2(k)] = 18(1− 2y)y7 + qδb2(y) +O(q2) , (3.19)
where the 7.5PN accurate value of the 1SF correction
reads (see Appendix C for details)
9δregb2 (y) = −24y7 + 132y8 − 201y9 +
(
−1591
2
+
123
4
π2
)
y10
+
(
56441
240
+
57815
256
π2 − 3616
5
ln(y)− 2880 ln(2)− 7232
5
γ
)
y11
+
(
−54794167
5600
+
191973
256
π2 +
127992
35
ln(y) +
255984
35
γ +
622064
35
ln(2)− 21870
7
ln(3)
)
y12
−10272
7
πy25/2
+
(
−7934674343
294912
π2 +
657864577393
4233600
+
80074047
131072
π4 +
2981848
945
ln(y) +
5963696
945
γ − 25619152
945
ln(2)
+
161109
5
ln(3)
)
y13
+
5722586
735
πy27/2
+
(
324324616007067631
146694240000
− 21379755466
202125
ln(2)− 172041813
1540
ln(3)− 9765625
594
ln(5)
−11088032174
67375
γ − 5544016087
67375
ln(y) +
24556928
525
ln2(2)− 114944
5
ζ(3)− 14269241969123
206438400
π2
+
1537376
525
ln2(y) +
6149504
525
γ2 − 116483667391
8388608
π4 +
4095104
175
ln(2) ln(y)
+
8190208
175
ln(2)γ +
6149504
525
ln(y)γ
)
y14
+
296749969
72765
πy29/2 +Oln (y
15) . (3.20)
IV. COMPARISON WITH NUMERICAL TIDAL
SELF-FORCE RESULTS OF DOLAN ET AL.
Dolan et al. [1] have recently numerically evalu-
ated the 1SF contribution to the eigenvalues of the
tidal-electric, and tidal-magnetic, quadrupolar tensors
m22Eµν(U), m22Bµν(U). These eigenvalues are such that
m22E(U) = diag[λ(E)1 , λ(E)2 ,−(λ(E)1 + λ(E)2 )]
m22B(U) = diag[λ(B),−λ(B), 0] , (4.1)
where we used their tracelessness, and the existence of a
zero eigenvalue of B(U) [1]. Let us introduce a notation
for the eigenvalues of the corresponding Killing-scaled
tidal tensors
m22E(k) = diag[σ(E)1 , σ(E)2 ,−(σ(E)1 + σ(E)2 )]
m22B(k) = diag[σ(B),−σ(B), 0] . (4.2)
The unperturbed (0SF) values of these eigenvalues, as
functions of the background frequency parameter y =
(m2Ω)
2/3 are
λ
(E)0
1 = −y3
2− 3y
1− 3y
λ
(E)0
2 = y
3 1
1− 3y
λ
(E)0
3 ≡ −(λ(E)01 + λ(E)02 ) = y3
λ(B)0 = 3y7/2
√
1− 2y
1− 3y , (4.3)
σ
(E)0
1 = −y3(2− 3y)
σ
(E)0
2 = y
3
σ
(E)0
3 ≡ −(σ(E)01 + σ(E)02 ) = y3(1− 3y)
σ(B)0 = 3y7/2
√
1− 2y . (4.4)
Let us write the SF expansion of any m2-
adimensionalized (gauge-invariant) function of y as
f(y) = f0(y) + qf1SF(y) +O(q2) . (4.5)
Dolan et al. [1] have numerically computed λ
(E)1SF
1 ,
λ
(E)1SF
2 and λ
(B)1SF. To compare our high-order ana-
lytic results to their numerical estimates we have used
our three invariants Tr[E2(k)], Tr[E3(k)], Tr[B2(k)] to an-
alytically compute σ
(E)
1 , σ
(E)
2 and σ
(B), and then used the
exact link
λ(E)a = Γ
2σ(E)a , λ
(B)
a = Γ
2σ(B)a , (4.6)
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together with the 8.5PN accurate 1SF expansion of Γ
derived in our previous work [27], to analytically com-
pute high-order PN expansions of λ
(E)1SF
1 , λ
(E)1SF
2 , and
λ(B)1SF. More precisely, if we introduce the notation
α1SF =
1
2
δe2(y)
β1SF = −(1− 3y)(2− 3y)y9 δ̂e3(y) , (4.7)
so that
1
2
m42Tr[E2(k)] = 3y6(1 − 3y + 3y2) + qα1SF +O(q2)
1
3
m62Tr[E3(k)] = −(1− 3y)(2− 3y)y9 + qβ1SF
+O(q2) , (4.8)
the 1SF perturbation of the exact equations
1
2
m42Tr[E2(k)] = σ(E)1 2 + σ(E)2 2 + σ(E)1 σ(E)2
1
3
m62Tr[E3(k)] = −σ(E)1 σ(E)2 (σ(E)1 + σ(E)2 ) , (4.9)
yields a linear system of two equations for the two un-
knowns σ
(E)1SF
1 , σ
(E)1SF
2 with α1SF and β1SF as r.h.s.’s.
The (unique) solution of this system reads
σ
(E)1SF
1 =
α1SFσ
(E)0
1 + β1SF
(σ
(E)0
1 − σ(E)02 )(2σ(E)01 + σ(E)02 )
=
−y3(2− 3y)α1SF + β1SF
9y6(1− y)(1− 2y))
σ
(E)1SF
2 =
α1SFσ
(E)0
2 + β1SF
(σ
(E)0
2 − σ(E)01 )(2σ(E)02 + σ(E)01 )
=
y3α1SF + β1SF
9y7(1− y) . (4.10)
Note that the denominators (2σ
(E)0
1 + σ
(E)0
2 ) and
(2σ
(E)0
2 + σ
(E)0
1 ) have different PN orders. Indeed, in the
Newtonian limit (y → 0) σ(E)01 ≃ −2y3, σ(E)02 ≃ +y3, so
that (2σ
(E)0
1 + σ
(E)0
2 ) ≃ −3y3, while (2σ(E)02 + σ(E)01 ) =
O(y4) is of 1PN fractional magnitude.
As a consequence, when inserting in Eqs. (4.10) our
7.5PN accurate results for α1SF and β1SF (using Eqs.
(3.15) and (3.17) above), we were able to determine σ
(E)0
1
to the fractional 7.5PN accuracy while we lost one 1PN
level in the analytic accuracy of σ
(E)0
2 . Using then the
exact link (4.6), together with our 8.5PN accurate re-
sult for Γ2(y) [27], we also computed the corresponding
(7.5PN and 6.5PN accurate) expressions of λ
(E)1SF
1 and
λ
(E)1SF
2 . For brevity, let us only quote here our results
for the U -normalized eigenvalues
11
λ
(E)1SF
1 = 2y
3 + 2y4 − 19
4
y5 +
(
227
3
− 593
256
π2
)
y6
+
(
−71779
4800
− 719
256
π2 +
1536
5
ln(2) +
384
5
ln(y) +
768
5
γ
)
y7
+
(
35629703
100800
− 1008787
24576
π2 − 8576
105
ln(y)− 5248
7
ln(2)− 17152
105
γ +
2916
7
ln(3)
)
y8
+
27392
175
πy17/2
+
(
−5435624
2835
γ +
4692901483
7077888
π2 − 2717812
2835
ln(y) +
877432
2835
ln(2)− 20898
7
ln(3) +
2193373
1048576
π4
−6746904013
7257600
)
y9
−254116
1225
πy19/2
+
(
58241403128
5457375
γ − 876544
175
γ ln(2)− 219136
175
ln(y)γ − 438272
175
ln(y) ln(2)
+
113134518813241
19818086400
π2 +
29120701564
5457375
ln(y) +
6396680456
5457375
ln(2) +
6028101
1120
ln(3)
−6653357405
67108864
π4 +
12288
5
ζ(3) +
9765625
3168
ln(5)− 876544
175
ln2(2)− 219136
175
γ2
−54784
175
ln2(y)− 1964481413350639
48898080000
)
y10
−5977039346
3274425
πy21/2 +Oln (y
11) , (4.11)
λ
(E)1SF
2 = −y3 −
3
2
y4 − 23
8
y5 +
(
−2593
48
+
1249
1024
π2
)
y6
+
(
−362051
3200
− 128
5
ln(y) +
1737
1024
π2 − 256
5
γ − 512
5
ln(2)
)
y7
+
(
917879
1280
− 7637151
65536
π2 +
16592
105
ln(2) +
88
7
ln(y) +
176
7
γ − 729
7
ln(3)
)
y8
−27392
525
πy17/2
+
(
1193824
2835
γ − 24327985735
14155776
π2 +
596912
2835
ln(y) +
2368
405
ln(2) +
1215
2
ln(3) +
29225393
2097152
π4
+
35725395527
2903040
)
y9
+
58087
1575
πy19/2 +Oln (y
10) , (4.12)
12
λ
(E)1SF
3 = −y3 −
1
2
y4 +
61
8
y5 +
(
−1039
48
+
1123
1024
π2
)
y6
+
(
1229711
9600
+
1139
1024
π2 − 256
5
ln(y)− 512
5
γ − 1024
5
ln(2)
)
y7
+
(
−431650697
403200
+
30981749
196608
π2 +
7256
105
ln(y) +
62128
105
ln(2) +
14512
105
γ − 2187
7
ln(3)
)
y8
−54784
525
πy17/2
+
(
848360
567
γ +
14942182769
14155776
π2 +
424180
567
ln(u)− 894008
2835
ln(2) +
33291
14
ln(3)− 33612139
2097152
π4
−165133169609
14515200
)
y9
+
376087
2205
πy19/2 +Oln (y
10) . (4.13)
Concerning the quadrupolar tidal-magnetic eigenvalue
λ(B), Eq. (4.1), it was enough to use our computation of
1
2
m42Tr[B2(k)] =
(
σ(B)
)2
(4.14)
to determine the 7.5PN accurate expansion of σ(B) =
σ(B)0 + qσ(B)1SF +O(q2). Here we use the positive sign
for the 0SF magnetic eigenvalue σ(B)0 = 3y7/2
√
1− 2y.
[Note that Ref. [1] works instead with the opposite-sign
eigenvalue.] Using again the link λ(B) = Γ2σ(B) and the
results of Ref. [27] we got (note the minus sign on the
left-hand side)
− λ(B)1SF = 2y7/2 + 3y9/2 + 59
4
y11/2 −
(
41
16
π2 − 2761
24
)
y13/2
−
(
112919
3072
π2 − 1808
15
γ − 240 ln(2)− 1618039
2880
− 904
15
ln(y)
)
y15/2
−
(
−2756
105
γ − 3645
14
ln(3)− 1378
105
ln(y)− 491047651
201600
+
565685
3072
π2 +
4492
21
ln(2)
)
y17/2
+
856
7
πy9
−
(
200961
140
ln(3) +
1940698
2835
ln(y) +
3881396
2835
γ +
1992212
2835
ln(2) +
26691349
524288
π4
+
454873888681
50803200
− 7377893735
3538944
π2
)
y19/2
−69473
22050
πy10
−
(
6139232
1575
ln2(2)− 89531499967
100663296
π4 − 42496203125923
2477260800
π2 − 83360241649
10914750
γ − 1412559
1232
ln(3)
−9765625
7128
ln(5)− 82889847697
10914750
ln(2)− 83360241649
21829500
ln(y) +
1537376
1575
γ2 − 28736
15
ζ(3) +
2047552
525
γ ln(2)
+
384344
1575
ln2(y) +
423235951437871681
1760330880000
+
1023776
525
ln(y) ln(2) +
1537376
1575
ln(y)γ
)
y21/2
−5843221973
4365900
πy11 + Oln (y
23/2) . (4.15)
The analytical values of the first three coefficients (i.e.
up to the fractional 2PN level) in the expansions above
for λ
(E)1SF
1 , λ
(E)1SF
2 , λ
(E)1SF
3 and λ
(B)1SF agree with the
values inferred in Ref. [1] from their accurate numerical
13
data. We then compared our full 7.5PN-accurate ana-
lytical result (4.11) for λ
(E)1SF
1 to the numerical results
displayed in Table I of the August 2014 Arxive preprint
of Dolan et al. [1]. In doing this comparison it is useful
to work with the following Newtonian-rescaled version of
λ
(E)1SF
1 :
λ̂
(E)1SF
1 ≡
λ
(E)1SF
1
y3
= 2+2y−19
4
y2+. . .+Oln (y
8) (4.16)
To gauge the quality of the agreement between the an-
alytical and the numerical results it is useful to derive
a plausible upper bound on the analytical error term
Oln (y
8) in Eq. (4.16). Using the analytical knowledge
(see next section) that λ
(E)1SF
1 has a singular behavior
∝ (1 − 3y)−5/2 at the light-ring y → 13 , one can analyt-
ically expect that the PN error term should be roughly
of the type
(3y)8
(1− 3y)5/2 (c0 + c1 ln(3y) + c2 ln
2(3y)) . (4.17)
Here, we factorized out the numerical coefficient 38
(linked to the convergence radius associated with the
existence of a singularity at y = 13 ), so that we a
priori expect the remaining numerical coefficients c0,
c1,2 to be (roughly) of order unity. For simplicity, we
shall neglect the (PN) expected logarithmic running of
this term. We found that replacing the parenthesis
c0 + c1 ln(3y) + c2 ln
2(3y) in Eq. (4.17) by a constant,
say c, led to reasonable results, when doing comparisons
with numerical data. More precisely, we found that the
value c = 10, i.e., a final PN error estimate
10
(3y)8
(1− 3y)5/2 , (4.18)
seemed to constitute an acceptable upper bound on the
(absolute value of) the analytical error Oln (y
8) in Eq.
(4.16).
In Fig. 1, we plot the base-10 logarithm of
the Newtonian-rescaled numerical-minus-analytical dif-
ference
[λ̂
(E)1SF
1 ]
num − [λ̂(E)1SF1 ]7.5PN (4.19)
versus the base-10 logarithm of y. The slanting (red
online) solid line indicates the analytical error estimate.
The dashed horizontal line (located at −11) indicates the
(rough) numerical error level that would correspond to
the number of significant digits (namely eleven) displayed
in the first column of Table I in Ref. [1]. If both error es-
timates were correct, the results for the differences (4.19)
(displayed as boxes) should all lie below at least one of
the two error lines. We see that this is the case for all the
data points corresponding to y ≤ 120 (i.e., rΩ/M ≤ 20 in
the notation of [1]). This is a nice confirmation of both
the validity of our analytical results, and the validity of
FIG. 1. The base-10 logarithm of the Newtonian-
rescaled numerical-minus-analytical difference [λ̂
(E)1SF
1 ]
num
−
[λ̂
(E)1SF
1 ]
7.5PN versus the base-10 logarithm of y. The slanting
(red online) solid line indicates the analytical error estimate
while the dashed horizontal line (located at −11) indicates
the (rough) numerical error level as in Ref. [1].
the numerical results of [1] in the most important strong-
field domain 120 ≤ y ≤ 14 (i.e., 4 ≤ rΩ/M ≤ 20).
On the other hand, the data points on the left (ex-
cept the leftmost one) corresponding to 11000 ≤ y ≤ 130
(i.e., 30 ≤ rΩ/M ≤ 1000) lie above both the expected
PN error level, and the 11-digits horizontal line. This
suggests that they have been affected by some small sys-
tematic error, kicking in at large radii. Note, however,
that all data points are below either the estimated PN
error curve, or a horizontal line at −7.5. In other words,
at the remarkably good 8-digits level (which is enough
for all practical purposes), there is agreement between
analytical and numerical results in the very extended do-
main 15000 ≤ y ≤ 14 within the estimated PN error level
(4.18). As a further test of our high PN-accuracy analyt-
ical results, it would be interesting to recompute some of
the weak field numerical data to see if the agreement can
be improved down to the PN error line (especially when
1
100 ≤ y ≤ 130 ).
Finally, let us mention in passing that we have also
compared the numerical results of [1] for Detweiler’s 1SF
redshift quantity ∆U = Γ1SF(y) to our 8.5PN accurate
analytical results [27]. When computing the difference
between hnumkk = 2(1 − 3y)3/2∆U and h8.5PNkk , we have
found that they are all lied below either our estimated
9PN error (3y)9 or the 10−20 level corresponding to the
number of digits displayed in Table III of Ref. [1].
These results show again the interest of comparing ana-
lytical and numerical results. In particular, we think that
our Fig. 1 is the first such result where high-accuracy
analytical results inform numerical studies in suggesting
the hidden presence of (small) systematic numerical er-
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rors kicking in at large radii.
V. LIGHT RING BEHAVIOR OF TIDAL
INVARIANTS
Several previous self-force studies have pointed out the
existence of a singular behavior of some 1SF corrections
as one approaches the LR: y → 13 . This was first pointed
out in Ref. [19] for the redshift-related quantity hkk =
hFµνk
µkν = 2(1 − 3y)3/2Γ1SF, and the associated EOB
potential a = a1SF. It was found there that, as y → 13 ,
a1SF(y) ∼ ζ
4
(1− 3y)−1/2 , (5.1)
and correspondingly (with the superscript F indicating
that hµν is evaluated in an asymptotically flat gauge,
rather than the Lorentz gauge used in [19])
hFkk ∼ −
1
2
(
ζ − 4
9
)
(1− 3y)−1/2 . (5.2)
The numerical value of the so introduced parameter ζ is
close to one. A summary of the numerical estimates of ζ
given in [19] is (as noted in [23])
ζ = 1.006(3) . (5.3)
As explained in [19], the origin of the LR singularities
(5.1), (5.2) is simply the fact that, as one approaches the
LR, the components of the stress-energy tensor of the
perturbing source
√−g T µν1 = m1
∫
Uµ1 U
ν
1 δ(x
λ − yλ1 )dτ1
are proportional to m1Γ1 rather than simply to m1, with
Γ1 = dt/dτ1 = (1 − 3y)−1/2 + O(q). By using results of
EOB theory, it was then pointed out in Ref. [23] that
the LR singularities (5.1), (5.2) propagate into a corre-
sponding singular behavior of the 1SF spin-orbit function
ψ1SF = −√1− 3y δRspinorbit(y) of the type
ψ1SF ∼ −1
4
(
ζ − 4
9
)
(1− 3y)−1 . (5.4)
The latter predicted behavior [which numerically reads
−0.1404(1)(1−3y)−1] has been recently confirmed in Ref.
[1]. In addition, Ref. [1] has numerically found that
the 1SF contribution to the electric tidal eigenvalue λ
(E)
1
diverges, near the LR, as
λ1SF1 ∼ +0.01039 (1− 3y)−5/2 . (5.5)
We wish to point out here that, similarly to what hap-
pened for the 1SF spin-orbit correction ψ1SF, the be-
havior (5.5) is actually an analytical consequence of the
behavior (5.1), (5.2). Indeed, we have shown above
that λ
(E)
1 is related to the k-scaled eigenvalue σ
(E)
1 by
λ
(E)
1 = Γ
2σ
(E)
1 . Let us show that, in the SF expansion
of this relation, the singular behavior of (Γ2)1SF domi-
nates over that of σ
(E)1SF
1 . Indeed, the k-normalization
of Eµν(k) = Rµανβkαkβ (where the components of k =
∂t + Ω∂φ are regular at the LR), implies, when comput-
ing the curvature of gµν = g
(0)
µν + qhµν + O(q
2), with
hµν ∝ Γ as explained above, that, sketchily, E(k) ∼
E(0)(k)+qΓ+O(q2). Therefore, the LR singularity in the
σ
(E)
a ’s (as well as in σ(B)) is σ
(E)
a = σ
(E)(0)
a + qΓ+O(q2),
where the 0SF contribution σ
(E)0
a are regular, and of order
unity at the LR (except for σ
(E)0
3 which vanishes there).
In conclusion, we have, near the LR, σ
(E)
1 = σ
(E)0
1 (1 +
O(qΓ)), with a fractional 1SF correction of order qΓ ∼
q(1−3y)−1/2. By contrast, as Γ−2 = −gµνkµkν , we have
the relation
Γ−2 = 1− 3y − qhkk +O(q2) , (5.6)
so that
Γ =
1√
1− 3y
(
1 + q
hkk
2(1− 3y) +O(q
2)
)
. (5.7)
The LR behavior hkk ∼ Γ, then implies that the frac-
tional 1SF correction to Γ is of order qΓ3, i.e., much
stronger than the O(qΓ) fractional correction to σ
(E)
1 . As
a consequence, the dominant LR singularity in λ
(E)
1 =
Γ2σ
(E)
1 comes, as announced, from the 1SF correction in
Γ, Eq. (5.7). Using Eq. (5.2) this yields the analytical
prediction
λ
(E)
1 ≃
σ
(E)0
1
1− 3y
(
1 + q
hkk
1− 3y
)
, (5.8)
so that (using σ
(E)0
1 = −y3(2−3y) = −(13 )3 near the LR)
λ
(E)1SF
1 ≃
σ
(E)0
1
(1− 3y)2hkk ≃ +
1
54
(
ζ − 4
9
)
(1− 3y)−5/2 .
(5.9)
In addition, our reasoning yields analogous predictions
for λ
(E)
2 , as well as for the magnetic eigenvalue λ
(B).
These predictions are simply obtained by replacing σ
(E)0
1
in Eq. (5.9) respectively by σ
(E)0
2 and λ
(B)0. As σ
(E)0
2 =
y3 and σ(B)0 = 3y7/2
√
1− 2y happen to take the same
numerical value (namely (13 )
3) as −λ(E)01 at the LR, their
predicted LR behavior is simply
λ
(E)1SF
2 ≃ σ(B)1SF ≃ −
1
54
(
ζ − 4
9
)
(1−3y)−5/2 . (5.10)
These analytical predictions agree with the behaviors
found numerically in Ref. [1]. Moreover, the coefficients
of (1−3y)−5/2 on the r.h.s.’s of Eqs. (5.9) and (5.10) are
analytically predicted to be
Cλ ≡ Cλ1 = −Cλ2 = −CσB =
1
54
(
ζ − 4
9
)
. (5.11)
When using the numerical estimate of ζ [19] summarized
in Eq. (5.3) this yields
CAkcay et al.λ = 0.0104(1) . (5.12)
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This nicely agrees with the recent result of Dolan et al.
[1]
CDolan et al.λ = 0.01039(1) . (5.13)
Here, we quoted the smaller error bar obtained for CσB
in [1]. In turn, if we combine the more accurate numeri-
cal result (5.13) with the analytical prediction (5.11), we
can derive a more accurate estimate of the parameter ζ,
namely
ζ = 54Cλ +
4
9
= 1.0055(5) . (5.14)
On the other hand, the fact that σ
(E)0
3 = y
3(1 − 3y)
vanishes near the LR renders our reasoning inconclusive.
Indeed, in that case, the expected fractional 1SF correc-
tion to σ
(E)0
3 will be ∼ qΓ/σ(E)03 ∼ qΓ3, i.e., comparable
to the fractional correction to Γ.
VI. DYNAMICAL TRANSCRIPTION OF TIDAL
RESULTS WITHIN EOB THEORY
EOB theory [13–16] is an analytical formalism that re-
formulates the dynamics of binary systems, with masses
m1 and m2, in terms of the dynamics of an “effec-
tive one body”problem, where a particle of mass µ =
m1m2/(m1 +m2) is gravitationally coupled to an effec-
tive external metric geffµν(x
λ;M, ν) which depends both
on the total mass M = m1 +m2 and on the symmetric
mass ratio ν = µ/M = m1m2/(m1 +m2)
2.
The effective external metric is parametrized (for non
spinning bodies) as
ds2 = geffµνdx
µdxν = −A(u; ν)dt2 +B(u; ν)dr2EOB
+r2EOB(dθ
2 + sin2 θdφ2) . (6.1)
[In addition, the EOB dynamics includes higher-order-
in-momenta terms that we will not need to discuss here.]
Here, u =M/rEOB and the two metric functions A(u; ν)
and B(u; ν) are ν−deformed versions of the well known
Schwarzschild result AS(u) = 1 − 2u = 1/BS(u). In
other words, when ν → 0, we have A(u; 0) = 1 − 2u =
1/B(u; 0). In the following, we shall refer to the crucially
important function A(u; ν) = −geff00 as the main EOB
radial potential.
It was proposed in [28] to represent, within the EOB
formalism, the tidal interactions in binary systems, com-
prising tidally deformable compact bodies (namely neu-
tron stars) by adding to the point-mass (or binary black
hole) radial potential ABBH(u; ν) extra tidal contribu-
tions:
Atotal(u; ν) = ABBH(u; ν) +Atidal1 (u; ν) +A
tidal
2 (u; ν) .
(6.2)
The nontidal contribution ABBH(u; ν) is fully known up
to the 4PN level [25], while its 1SF contribution a1SF(u),
such that
ABBH(u; ν) = 1− 2u+ νa1SF(u) +O(ν2) (6.3)
has been analytically determined up to the 8.5PN or-
der [26, 27] (see also [53] for analytical-numerical results
up to 10.5PN) and its global strong-field shape has been
numerically determined (and analytically fitted) in Ref.
[19]. The two tidal contributions Atidal1 and A
tidal
2 to
Atotal in Eq. (6.2) are additional radial potentials, asso-
ciated, respectively, with the tidal deformations of body 1
and body 2. They can be decomposed into various mul-
tipolar contributions, labeled by multipole order l and
parity ǫ (+ or −, i.e., electric- or magnetic-like); e.g., for
body 1
Atidal1 (u) =
∑
l≥2
∑
ǫ=±
A
(lǫ)LO
1 (u)Aˆ
(lǫ)
1 (u)
 + . . .
=
∑
l≥2
(
A
(l+)LO
1 (u)Aˆ
(l+)
1 (u) (6.4)
+A
(l−)LO
1 (u)Aˆ
(l−)
1 (u)
)
+ . . . .
Following Ref. [28] we have factorized each multipo-
lar contribution in a leading order (LO), or “Newto-
nian” piece, A
(lǫ)LO
1 (u) and a relativistic correcting factor
Aˆ
(lǫ)
1 = 1 + O((v/c)
2). The LO piece is proportional to
an l-dependent power of the interbody distance (in EOB
coordinates), e.g.,
A
(l+)LO
1 (u) = −κ(l)1 u2l+2 , (6.5)
where κ
(l)
1 is a dimensionless combination involving the
lth electric tidal Love number k
(l)
1 of body 1, its ra-
dius R1 and the two masses m1 and m2 (see either Eq.
(25) in Ref. [28] or Eq. (11.7) in [24]). On the other
hand, the correcting factor Aˆ
(l)
1 (of electric or magnetic
type) measures the distance-dependent effect of higher-
PN relativistic tidal interactions (i.e., all effects beyond
the Newtonian level interaction energy). The main aim
of the present work is to use analytical (and numerical)
gravitational self-force theory to improve our knowledge
of several such relativistic tidal correcting factors. Be-
fore doing so, let us recall the current knowledge of these
relativistic tidal correcting factors.
The currently most accurately known relativistic factor
is the (physically most important) electric quadrupolar
one Aˆ
(l+)
1 (u). Ref. [28] computed it at the 1PN accu-
racy, while [24] computed both its 2PN contribution and
its exact test-mass value. Combining these pieces of in-
formation yields
Aˆ
(2+)
1 (u;X1) = 1 +
3u2
1− 3u +
5
2
X1u (6.6)
+
(
1
8
X1 +
337
28
X21
)
u2 +OX1(u
3) .
Let us quote the known results for the two most im-
portant sub-leading tidal interactions: the magnetic-
quadrupolar (with A
(2−)LO
1 ∝ u7) and electric-octupolar
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(with A
(3+)LO
1 ∝ u8) ones. Their relativistic tidal factors
read [24]
Aˆ
(2−)
1 (u;X1) =
1− 2u
1− 3u +
(
11
6
X1 +X
2
1
)
u
+OX1(u
3) . (6.7)
Aˆ
(3+)
1 (u;X1) = 1− 2u+
8
3
u2(1− 2u)
1− 3u +
15
2
X1u
+
(
−311
24
X1 +
110
3
X21
)
u2
+OX1(u
3) . (6.8)
The relativistic tidal factors of body 1, Eqs. (6.6)-
(6.8), have been expressed in terms of the EOB dimen-
sionless gravitational potential u = GM/(c2rEOB) (with
M = m1 +m2), and of the mass fraction X1 = m1/M .
Note that the corresponding results for the tidal contri-
bution of body 2 is simply obtained by replacing X1 by
X2 = m2/M(= 1 −X1). As already used above, the no-
tation OX1(u
n) denotes a term which vanishes (at least)
proportionally to X1 and which is of order u
n (i.e., of
the nth PN order). Let us also note that the X1 depen-
dence of the above electric relativistic factors (expressed
in terms of the EOB variable u) is simpler than what
it would be if expressed either in terms of the frequency
parameters x, Eq. (1.4) or y, Eq. (1.5). Indeed, when re-
expressed in terms of x, Aˆ
(2+)
1 (x;X1) would involve X
2
1
already at the linear order in x (1PN order), and would
involve X31 and X
4
1 at order x
2 (2PN order).
In the following we shall focus on the SF expansion of
the relativistic tidal factors Aˆ
(lǫ)
1 , i.e., their expansion in
powers of X1 (rather than their PN expansion in powers
of u). We shall then use the notation
Aˆ
(lǫ)
1 (u;X1) = Aˆ
(lǫ)0SF
1 (u) +X1Aˆ
(lǫ)1SF
1 (u)
+X21 Aˆ
(lǫ)2SF
1 (u) +O(X
3
1 ) . (6.9)
The structure of the known PN results (6.6)-(6.8) sug-
gests that the 3SF, and higher, contributions O(X31 ) to
the electric relativistic factors start at order u3, i.e., at
the 3PN order. The zero SF contributions Aˆ
(lǫ)0SF
1 (u)
are the (exactly known) test-mass results displayed as
the first terms at the r.h.s.’s of Eqs. (6.6)-(6.8). For
instance,
Aˆ
(2+)0SF
1 (u) = 1 +
3u2
1− 3u . (6.10)
Current SF technology (both numerical and analytical)
only allows one to access the 1SF corrections Aˆ
(lǫ)1SF
1 (u).
On the other hand, the combination of PN theory and
EOB theory exhibited in Eqs. (6.6)-(6.8) shows that we
already have some knowledge of the 2SF contributions,
as will be further discussed below.
The general relation between the (dynamically sig-
nificant) EOB relativistic tidal factors Aˆ
(lǫ)
1 (u) and the
(kinematically invariant) U−normalized tidal scalars,
such as Je2 = Tr[E2(U)], has been derived in [24]. Let
us recall the final result of [24] in the simple case of cir-
cular orbits. With each irreducible U−normalized multi-
polar tidal invariant J (evaluated along the world line of
body 1) is associated a corresponding contribution, say
AJ1 = A
JLO
1 Aˆ
J
1 , in the tidal piece (linked with body 1) of
the total EOB radial potential Atotal, Eq. (6.2).
Using Eq. (5.19) in [24], this general link implies that
AˆJ1 (u;X1) =
√
F (u)Γ−11
J
JNewt(rEOB)
. (6.11)
Here, the first factor (which is a specific prediction of
EOB theory) is given in terms of the EOB A−potential
via the definitions (consistently with Eqs. (2.10)–(2.12)
above)
A˜(u) ≡ A(u) + 1
2
uA′(u) (6.12)
h2(u) ≡ 1 + 2ν
 A(u)√
A˜(u)
− 1
 (6.13)
F (u) ≡ A˜(u)h2(u) . (6.14)
The second factor is the redshift factor dτ1dt = Γ
−1
1 along
the world line of body 1. The last factor is the ratio be-
tween the two-body value of the tidal invariant J (for
body 1), and the value that J would take at Newto-
nian order, when expressed in terms of the EOB distance
rEOB. For instance, we see from Eq. (2.14) and from
Eqs. (6.15) in [24], that
JNewte2 (rEOB) =
6m22
r6EOB
(6.15)
JNewtb2 (rEOB) =
18m22M
r7EOB
(6.16)
JNewt(l=3+)(rEOB) =
90m22
r8EOB
. (6.17)
The r.h.s. of Eq. (6.11) must be expressed in terms
of the EOB gravitational potential u = M/rEOB and
of X1 = m1/M . The EOB-related factors
√
F (u) and
JNewt(rEOB) are already expressed in terms of u or
rEOB = M/u. [F (u) defined by Eqs. (6.12)-(6.13) is
an explicit function of u and ν = X1X2 = X1(1 −X1).]
One must, however, express both dτ1/dt = Γ
−1
1 and J in
terms of u and X1.
Let us now focus on the first order SF expansion of
AˆJ1 , i.e., on the first two terms of Eq. (6.9). At this
linear order in X1, all small mass ratios are equivalent to
q = m1/m2: X1 = q/(1 + q) = q + O(q
2), ν = q/(1 +
q)2 = q + O(q2). The 1SF accurate expansion of the
redshift function Γ(y) = Γ1(y) is related to the metric
perturbation hkk = hµνk
µkν by Eq. (5.7). In Ref. [27]
we have computed the 8.5PN expansion of hkk in powers
of y (see Eqs. (21)-(24) in [27]). On the other hand, we
have analytically computed above the 1SF contribution
to the function Je2 (y) = Γ−4Je2 at the 7.5PN accuracy.
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Combining these two results yields the 7.5PN-accurate
expansion of the factor
Γ−1Je2 = Γ
3Je2
in Eq. (6.11) to first order in q, and as a function of
y. In order to re-express this result as a function of the
EOB variable u we need the transformation linking u
and y to (at least) 7.5PN-accuracy. This transformation
follows from basic results in EOB theory that we have
recalled in Sec. II above. Namely, the frequency param-
eter x = (MΩ)2/3 is related to u via Eq. (2.10), while
y = (m2Ω)
2/3 is related to x via Eq. (2.7), i.e., Eq. (2.15)
at linear order in q. The 1SF-accurate version of the u−y
link is then obtained from the 1SF-accurate expansion of
the basic EOB potential A(u; ν), i.e.,
A(u; ν) = 1− 2u+ νa1SF(u) +O(ν2) . (6.18)
This yields [17]
x = u
[
1− 1
6
νa′1SF(u)−
2
3
ν
(
1− 2u√
1− 3u − 1
)
+O(ν2)
]
(6.19)
and
y = u
[
1− 1
6
qa′1SF(u)−
2
3
q
1− 2u√
1− 3u +O(q
2)
]
(6.20)
Finally, by inserting Eqs. (5.7) and (6.20) in Eqs. (6.11)
and by taking care of the extra mass-ratio effects linked to
the adimensionalization of the various tidal invariants by
suitable powers of m2
2, we obtain the following analytic
results for the 1SF contributions Aˆ
(lǫ)1SF
1 , Eq. (6.9, to
the quadrupolar-electric and quadrupolar-magnetic rela-
tivistic tidal corrections (respectively linked to Je2 and
Jb2).
Aˆ
(2+)1SF
1 (u) =
5
2
u+
1
8
u2 +
(
−3487
16
+
1905
256
π2
)
u3
+
(
−2816
5
ln(2)− 1408
5
γ +
4114603
9600
− 25337
1024
π2 − 704
5
lnu
)
u4
+
(
1146014221
403200
− 10387277
24576
π2 +
66056
105
lnu+
132112
105
γ + 3152 ln2− 4374
7
ln 3
)
u5
− 6848
21
πu11/2
+
(
30246655583
2903040
+
34840
63
ln(u) +
69680
63
γ − 5150464
945
ln(2) + 6075 ln(3)
−2494654027
786432
π2 +
76231071
1048576
π4
)
u6
+
11417267
7350
πu13/2
+
(
9943210070208659
55883520000
− 19182623242
779625)
ln(2)− 13278187073
779625
ln(u)− 37249370460407
2831155200
π2
− 26556374146
779625
γ − 49369095
2464
ln(3)− 19782291875
67108864
π4 +
438272
75
ln(2) ln(u) +
219136
75
ln(u)γ
− 28672
5
ζ(3)− 37109375
9504
ln(5) +
876544
75
ln2(2) +
219136
75
γ2 +
876544
75
γ ln(2) +
54784
75
ln2(u)
)
u7
+
283918559
485100
πu15/2 +Oln (u
8) . (6.21)
2 Note for instance that the m2−adimensionalized version of
JNewt
e2
= 6m22/r
6
EOB contains six powers of m2/M = 1/(1 + q):
m42J
Newt
e2
= 6(m2/M)6u6.
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Aˆ
(2−)1SF
1 (u) =
11
6
u− 123
8
u2 +
(
−11219
48
+
123
16
π2
)
u3
+
(
−2086369
17280
+
16483
9216
π2 − 5168
45
ln(u)− 10336
45
γ − 1376
3
ln(2)
)
u4
+
(
1267671359
403200
− 724321
1536
π2 +
15128
35
ln(u) +
30256
35
γ +
678448
315
ln(2)− 2916
7
ln(3)
)
u5
−439984
1575
πu11/2
+
(
6946843011179
304819200
− 17275719071
3538944
π2 +
2150179
2835
ln(u) +
4300358
2835
γ − 4116562
2835
ln(2)
+
503739
140
ln(3) +
63541825
524288
π4
)
u6
+
147766331
132300
πu13/2(
−478755043703
16372125
γ +
3273344
315
ln(2)γ − 26635748466577
1238630400
π2 − 122281237411
3274425
ln(2)
−11398887
1232
ln(3)− 151780905715
150994944
π4 − 80078125
42768
ln(5) +
12278464
4725
γ2 +
49093312
4725
ln2(2)
−229504
45
ζ(3) +
1636672
315
ln(u) ln(2) +
12278464
4725
ln(u)γ +
3346345862649884593
10561985280000
−478755043703
32744250
ln(u) +
3069616
4725
ln2(u)
)
u7
+
110208790429
78586200
πu15/2 +Oln (u
8) . (6.22)
Note that both PN expansions are fractionally 7.5PN
accurate. When working within the usual PN formal-
ism (where g00 is more accurately determined than g0i,
and g0i more accurately that gij) one looses one order
of PN accuracy when computing a “magnetic” quantity.
However, here we have used an expansion of the Regge-
Wheeler metric based on correctly including both the
l = 5 electric quadrupole and the l = 5 magnetic one. As
a consequence, all our results are accurate up to, and in-
cluding, the appearance of the first logarithm of 5 (which
is linked to near zone tail effects associated with l = 5
[25–27]), as well as the next half-PN order.
VII. GLOBAL, STRONG-FIELD BEHAVIOR OF
THE RELATIVISTIC TIDAL FACTORS
We have obtained above high-order expansions in pow-
ers of u for the O(X1) contribution to the quadrupo-
lar electric and quadrupolar-magnetic relativistic tidal
factors Aˆ
(l)
1 (u;X1) that describe dynamical tidal effects
within the EOB formalism, see Eq. (6.4). In this sec-
tion we shall combine these analytic results with several
other sources of information (test-mass limit, numerical
SF data, EOB theory, LR behavior) in order to come
up with a plausible, global description of the behavior of
the functions Aˆ
(l)
1 (u;X1) in the entire, physically relevant
domain of variation of the two variables u and X1.
As was stressed in Refs. [24, 28], in order to accu-
rately describe the dynamical influence of tidal effects in
coalescing binary neutron stars, one needs to know the
functions Aˆ
(lǫ)
1 (u;X1) for a mass fraction X1 ≃ 12 and for
values of u up to contact, i.e., up to
rcontactEOB = R1 +R2 ≡
m1
C1 +
m2
C2 , (7.1)
corresponding to
ucontact =
(
X1
C1 +
X2
C2
)−1
. (7.2)
Here, we have defined the “compactness” of each neutron
star as C1 ≡ Gm1/(c2R1) = m1/R1. If we consider a neu-
tron star of mass m1 ≃ 1.35M⊙ ≃ 2 km and radius R1
between 10 km and 12 km, its compactness C1 will range
between 1/6 ≈ 0.1667 and 0.2. In the equal-mass case,
Eq. (7.2) yields ucontact = C1. It is therefore desirable to
know the behavior of Aˆ
(lǫ)
1 (u;X1) up to u
contact = 0.2. In
view of the recent discovery of higher mass neutron stars,
it is possible that even larger values of ucontact might be-
come physically important. In the following, we shall
combine strong-field SF data [1, 19] with analytic infor-
mation to describe the behavior of the tidal factors up
to u = 14 = 0.25 (and even beyond), and (hopefully) for
values of X1 of order unity.
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FIG. 2. The successive PN approximants to the X1−linear
piece Aˆ
(2+)1SF
1 (u) in the quadrupolar-electric tidal factor are
plotted as functions of u, starting from the 1PN approximant
(straight line) up to the 7.5 PN approximant. The 2PN ap-
proximant is a parabola (with upward concavity) close to the
1PN straight line. The higher approximants can be identified
by looking at the position of the zero (close to u = 0.12) as
given in Table I below. The boxes indicate the numerical SF
data obtained by combining the results of [1] and [19].
A. Strong-field behavior of the 1SF
quadrupolar-electric tidal factors
In this subsection, we only consider the X1−linear
piece Aˆ
(2+)1SF
1 (u) of A
(2+)
1 (u;X1). Let us first consider
the successive PN approximants to Aˆ
(2+)1SF
1 (u), i.e., the
successive terms in its expansion, Eq. (6.21), in powers
of u, modulo Oln (u
8).
Fig. 2 displays the successive PN approximants from
1PN (i.e., Aˆ
(2+)1SF
1 (u) =
5
2u) up to 7.5 PN. A remark-
able result is that, apart from the 1PN (52u) and the 2PN
(52u+
1
8u
2) approximants (which stay positive and mono-
tonically increasing) all the higher-PN-approximants, af-
ter increasing away from zero, reach a positive maximum,
after which they decrease, cross the zero level around
u = 0.12, and then continue dipping down towards more
and more negative values as u enters the strong field do-
main. We list in Table I the values of u where the succes-
sive PN approximants to Aˆ
(2+)1SF
1 (u) vanish. Note that,
as the PN order increases, the values of these zeros ex-
hibit an approximate convergence towards u ≈ 0.1175.
As last line in the table we have displayed, for compari-
son, the estimate of this zero coming from our best fit to
the numerical SF data (f23, see Eq. (7.27) below).
Let us show that this analytic prediction is in agree-
ment with numerical SF data. To do that, we need to
be able to compute the EOB function Aˆ
(2+)1SF
1 (u) from
SF data. We can do this by combining two sets of SF
TABLE I. Zeros of the successive PN approximants to
Aˆ
(2+)1SF
1 (u)
PN order u of the zeros of Aˆ
(2+)1SF
1
3 0.1319695
4 0.1275991
5 0.1252101
5.5 0.1232954
6 0.1175261
6.5 0.1182420
7 0.1175496
7.5 0.1175803
num 0.1171848
data: those of Ref. [19] on the EOB a1SF(u) function,
and the recent data of Ref. [1] on the tidal eigenvalues
λ
(E)
1 , λ
(E)
2 . Indeed, the quantity we are interested in can
be explicitly written as
Aˆ
(2+)
1 (u;X1) =
√
F (u; ν)
(1−X1)6Γ
−1(y(u))
m42Je2(y(u))
6u6
.
(7.3)
Here, F (u; ν) is given, to 1SF order, by inserting Eq.
(6.3) in the definitions (6.12)-(6.14), i.e.,
F (u; ν) =
[
1− 3u+ ν
(
a1SF(u) +
1
2
ua′1SF(u)
)
+O(ν2)
]
×[
1 + 2ν
(
1− 2u√
1− 3u − 1
)
+O(ν2)
]
, (7.4)
while the functions of y, Γ−1(y) and m42Je2 (y) are given,
to 1SF order, by
Γ−1(y) =
√
1− 3y
(
1− 1
2
q
hkk
1− 3y +O(q
2)
)
(7.5)
1
2
m42Je2(y) = (λ
(E)
1 )
2 + (λ
(E)
2 )
2 + λ
(E)
1 λ
(E)
2
= 3y6(1 − 3y + 3y2)
+q
(
y3(−3 + 6y)
1− 3y λ
(E)1SF
1
+
3y4
1− 3yλ
(E)1SF
2
)
+O(q2) . (7.6)
In the latter expressions, we need to insert the 1SF-
accurate expression of y in terms of u, i.e.,
y = u
(
1− 1
6
qa′1SF(u)−
2
3
q
1− 2u√
1− 3u +O(q
2)
)
.(7.7)
The final 1SF-accurate result for Aˆ
(2+)
1 (u;X1) yields for
the coefficient of X1 (or q) a linear combination (with
u−dependent) coefficients of the quantities: a1SF(u),
a′1SF(u), hkk, λ
(E)1SF
1 and λ
(E)1SF
2 . In addition, let us
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recall that the 1SF EOB potential a1SF(u) is itself given
in terms of hkk [27, 54] by
a1SF(u) = −1
2
hkk(u)− u(1− 4u)√
1− 3u , (7.8)
and that the k-normalized metric perturbation hkk is re-
lated to the 1SF contribution to the function Γ(y) via
Γ1SF(y) = +
1
2
hkk
(1− 3y)3/2 . (7.9)
The recent work of Dolan et al. [1] computed accurate
numerical values for λ
(E)1SF
1 , λ
(E)1SF
2 and Γ
1SF(y) for a
sample of values of y ranging from 15000 up to
1
4 . By
inserting their results in Eqs. (7.3)-(7.8) above we can
directly compute from numerical SF data all the 1SF con-
tributions to Aˆ
(2+)1SF
1 (u;X1), except for the terms linear
in the derivative a′1SF(u) (which come either from F (u),
Eq. (7.4), or from the y → u transformation (7.7)). To
compute these terms, we have used the work of Akcay
et al. [19], which derived accurate global analytical rep-
resentations of the function a1SF(u) from numerical SF
data on hkk. More precisely, we used the “model # 14” in
Ref. [19] to analytically represent a1SF(u), and thereby
analytically compute its derivative a′1SF(u). [In passing,
we have checked that there was an excellent agreement,
between the latter analytic model for a1SF(u) and the nu-
merical data for Γ1SF given in [1], with differences smaller
than about 10−11 over the full range 15000 ≤ u ≤ 14 ; in
keeping with Fig. 4 in [19].] The result of this numerical
computation is represented by small squares in Fig. 2. As
shown by this Figure there is a rather good “convergence”
of the successive PN approximants towards the numerical
SF result in the semi-strong-field domain 0 ≤ u . 16 . On
the other hand, as will be exhibited in Fig. 3 below, in
the domain 16 . u ≤ 14 , even the 7.5 accurate expansion
exhibits visible differences with the numerical result. It
is to be noted that the analytical prediction of a non-
trivial strong-field behavior of the function Aˆ
(2+)1SF
1 (u)
(with a maximum and a change of sign) is fully confirmed
by the numerical data. [A similar analytic and numer-
ical agreement was found for spin-orbit effects in Refs.
[23, 55].]
B. Analytically expected light ring behavior of the
SF-expanded quadrupolar-electric tidal factor
Analogously to what was argued for the spin-orbit
function ψ(y) [23], the plunging behavior towards neg-
ative values, for u & 0.2 of the 1SF function Aˆ
(2+)1SF
1 (u),
can be understood from an analytically expected behav-
ior of the latter function as u→ 13 , i.e., as u approaches
the LR.
Indeed, if we rewrite the expression (7.3) in terms of
the k-normalized quadrupolar electric invariant Je2 =
∑
i(σ
(E)
i )
2 = Γ−4Je2 we get
Aˆ
(2+)
1 (u) =
√
F (u; ν)
(1 −X1)6Γ
3(y(u))
m42Je2(y(u))
6u6
, (7.10)
where the factor Γ−1(y(u)) in Eq. (7.3) has been replaced
by Γ3(y(u)).
As already argued above, near the LR (y → 13 ), the
function m42Je2(y(u)) will behave as
m42Je2(y) ∼ 6y6(1− 3y + 3y2) + qΓ +O(q2) , (7.11)
where the term qΓ (which is to be interpreted in a rough
sense, i.e., modulo some y−dependent coefficient which
has a finite limit at the LR) denotes the effect of the
metric perturbation hµν , which blows up as O(Γ) near
the LR.
It is important to note in Eq. (7.11) that the 0SF con-
tribution (namely 6y6(1 − 3y + 3y2)) remains bounded
and nonzero as y → 13 . Sketchily, we have therefore
Je2(y) ∼ 1 + qΓ as y → 13 . On the other hand, when
considering the q-expansion of the function Je2(y(u)) we
shall have a stronger fractional blow up near the LR.
Indeed, let us consider a general function of y and q, say
f(y; q) = f0(y) + qf1(y) +O(q
2) , (7.12)
and let us effect the change of variable y = y(u, q) in
the function f . The latter change of variables is given in
q−expanded form in Eq. (6.20). Among the two contri-
butions of order q in this equation, the second one blows
up as Γ near the LR, while the first one blows up as
a′1SF(u). At this stage, we need to recall that a1SF(u)
blows up as ζ4Γ(y) near the LR, see Eq. (5.1). By differ-
entiating the latter equation, we conclude that a′1SF(u)
blows up as
a′1SF(u) ≃
ζ
4
Γ′(y) ≃ 3
8
ζ Γ3(y) . (7.13)
Therefore, the most singular term, near the LR, in the
1SF transformation y = u + qy1SF(u) + O(q2) will be
induced by
y ≃ u− 1
6
νua′1SF(u) . (7.14)
Inserting this result in Eq. (7.12) yields
f(y(u; q); q) ≃ f0(u) + q
(
f1(u)− 1
6
ua′1SF(u)f
′
0(u)
)
+O(q2) , (7.15)
corresponding to a fractional O(q) change in f(y(u)) =
f0(y(u)) + qf1(y(u)) +O(q
2) equal to
f(y(u; q); q)
f0(u)
≃ 1 + q
(
f1(u)
f0(u)
− 1
6
a′1SF(u)
uf ′0(u)
f0(u)
)
+O(q2) . (7.16)
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When applying this general result to Je2(y(u)) (for which
both f1/f0 and f
′
0/f0 are of order unity near the LR) we
conclude that Je2(y(u))/J 0SFe2 (u) ∼ 1 + qΓ3. By con-
trast, we shall have a faster fractional LR blow up when
applying the result (7.16) to the factor Γ3(y(u)) in Eq.
(7.10). Indeed, in that case though the term f1(u)/f0(u),
i.e., 3Γ1SF(y(u))/Γ0SF(u), is of order Γ3 (see Eq. (7.9)),
the last term on the r.h.s. of Eq. (7.16) blows up even
faster near the LR, namely as Γ5. We conclude (using
Γ′0SF/Γ0SF =
3
2 (1 − 3u)−1) that the LR dominant term
in Γ3(y(u))/Γ0SF(u) is
Γ3(y(u))
Γ0SF(u)
≃ 1− 3
4
q
ua′1SF(u)
1− 3u +O(q
2) . (7.17)
In addition, the factor
√
F (u; ν) in Eq. (7.10) contributes
a term having a similar LR blow up. Indeed, near the
LR we have
A˜(u; ν) = 1− 3u+ 1
2
νa′1SF(u) +O(ν
2) (7.18)
so that√
F (u; ν)
F (u; 0)
≃
√
A˜(u; ν)
1− 3u ≃ 1 +
1
4
ν
ua′1SF(u)
1− 3u +O(ν
2) .
(7.19)
Combining the factors (7.17) and (7.19) yields a frac-
tional blow up behavior for Aˆ
(2+)
1 (u) given by
Aˆ
(2+)
1 (u;X1)
Aˆ
(2+)
1 (u; 0)
≃ 1− 1
2
q
ua′1SF(u)
1− 3u +O(q
2) . (7.20)
Inserting the 0SF value of Aˆ
(2+)
1 (u), namely 1 + 3u
2(1−
3u)−1 yields an absolute blow up behavior of the O(q)
term in Aˆ
(2+)
1 (u) given by
Aˆ
(2+)1SF
1 (u;X1) ≃ −
3
2
u3a′1SF(u)
(1− 3u)2 ≃ −
ζ
16
9 u3
(1 − 3u)7/2 ,
(7.21)
where we used the asymptotic behavior (7.13) for
a′1SF(u).
In view of the positive value ζ ≃ 1, we see that Eq.
(7.21) predicts that Aˆ
(2+)1SF
1 (u) must plunge, rather fast,
towards −∞ as u→ 13 . This “explains” the shape of the
higher PN approximants, and of the numerical results.
Note, finally, that Eq. (7.21) suggests to consider the
following LR-rescaled version of Aˆ
(2+)1SF
1 (u),
A˜
(2)1SF
1 (u) := (1− 3u)7/2Aˆ(2
+)1SF
1 (u) . (7.22)
This LR-rescaled function should remain finite as u→ 13 ,
and is predicted by Eq. (7.21) to take the limiting value
lim
u→ 1
3
A˜
(2)1SF
1 (u) = −
ζ
48
= −0.02095(1) . (7.23)
In the numerical estimate we have used the value (5.14)
for ζ.
C. Global analytic representations of the X1−linear
quadrupolar-electric tidal factor
Let us now combine the various pieces of information
(PN, numerical, LR behavior) we have acquired about
the quadrupolar-electric tidal factor to find convenient
analytic representations of the function Aˆ
(2+)1SF
1 (u), that
are valid in the strong-field domain.
Let us first mention that if one plots (as we shall do in
Fig. 3 below) the discrete sample of numerically deter-
mined values of the LR-rescaled function A˜
(2)1SF
1 (u), Eq.
(7.22), one obtains a set of points which approximately
lie on a cubic curve of the form
A˜cubic(u; a1, a2) =
5
2
u(1− a1u)(1− a2u) , (7.24)
with a1 ≃ 8.5 and a2 ≃ 3. Here, the factor 52u is the
1PN approximant, the parameter a1 parametrizes the
first zero (outside the origin) located around 1/a1 ≈ 0.12
(see Table I), and a2 parametrizes a second zero (located
in the neighborhood of 13 ) of A˜
(2)1SF
1 (u). One can antic-
ipate the existence of such a second zero from the result
(7.23). Indeed, the numerical value of A˜
(2)1SF
1 (u) at the
last strong field point in the data of Ref. [1], i.e., at u = 14
is A˜
(2)1SF
1 (
1
4 ) ≃ −0.09727. This value is about five times
larger (in absolute value) than the LR value (7.23) ana-
lytically estimated above. Moreover, the numerical value
for the data point closest to 14 suggests that A˜
(2)1SF
1 (u)
approximately reaches a minimum near 14 . All this sug-
gests that A˜
(2)1SF
1 (u) will cross again the horizontal axis
a little bit after the LR, i.e., for some u = 13 (1+ε) with ε
small and positive (corresponding to an a2 =
3
1+ε in Eq.
(7.24)). As we do not have in hand numerical data for
1
4 < u <
1
3 we cannot confirm this prediction about the
value of a2.
Anyway, we found that one could fit the numerical data
points rather accurately by means of fitting functions of
the type
A˜fit(u; a1, a2; f0) = A˜
cubic(u; a1, a2)f0(u) (7.25)
where the extra factor remains close to one in the entire
fitting domain.
First, a not very accurate fit (but the analytically sim-
plest we could get) is obtained by least-squares fitting
the 23 numerical data points ssociated with the sample
of Ref. [1] (completed by model # 14 of Ref. [19]) to
a simple cubic, i.e., by taking f0(u) = 1 in Eq. (7.25).
The best-fit parameters for this cubic fit were found to be
acubic1 = 8.34925, a
cubic
2 = 3.45232, and the standard de-
viation of the residuals was σcubicres = 2.78×10−3. [All our
fits use, for simplicity, equal weights for the data points.]
By contrast we obtained a much more accurate fit
(with σres = 6.01 × 10−5) by including a fudge factor
f0(u) in Eq. (7.25) of the form
f0(u) =
1 + n1u
1 + d2u2
(7.26)
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and by fitting the four parameters a1, a2, n1 and d2. The
best-fit parameters were then found to be
a1 = 8.53353 , a2 = 3.04309 ,
n1 = 0.840058 , d2 = 17.73239 . (7.27)
We shall refer to this fit as f23. We have also fitted the
template (7.25), (7.26) to an extended data set obtained
by adding to the previous 23 numerical data points a
24th point given by the analytically predicted LR value
(7.23). This gave residuals such that σres = 7.8 × 10−4
and best-fit parameters a1 = 8.56877, a2 = 2.89147, n1 =
1.243446, d2 = 25.73912. We shall refer to this fit as f24.
[Note that the latter value of a2 is slightly smaller than
3, as analytically expected, while the former value of a2
was slightly larger than 3.] Let us also mention the result
of a fit obtained by constraining the values of a1, a2 and
n1 by the relation
n1 = a1 + a2 − 209
20
(7.28)
predicted by the 2PN-accurate expansion of Aˆ
(2+)1SF
1 (u).
The corresponding 3-parameter fit (say f2PN23 ) to the un-
extended numerical data set led to σres = 2.35 × 10−4
for a1 = 8.54583, a2 = 3.01805, d2 = 20.63317. Finally,
if we impose the 2PN constraint and fit to the extended
24 data points one gets (f2PN24 fit) σres = 7.9 × 10−4 for
a1 = 8.56185, a2 = 2.89201, d2 = 23.66920.
In the two panels of Fig. 3 we compare four different
global estimates of the light-ring-rescaled 1SF function
A˜
(2+)1SF
1 (u), Eq. (7.22): i) the numerical SF data points
obtained by combining the results of Refs. [1] and [19];
ii) the 7.5PN-accurate analytic estimate defined as (note
that the LR-prefactor on the r.h.s. is not re-expanded in
powers of u)
A˜
(2)1SF
1 7.5PN(u) := (1− 3u)7/2Aˆ(2
+)1SF
1 7.5PN (u) ; (7.29)
iii) in panel (a), the fitting function f23(u), Eqs. (7.25)-
(7.28); and iv) in panel (b), the fitting function f24(u),
defined above. The plots of the associated fitting func-
tions f2PN23 (u) and f
2PN
24 (u) are omitted as they are al-
most indistinguishable from the corresponding f23(u)
and f24(u) plots.
D. Global analytic representations of the full,
X1−nonlinear quadrupolar-electric tidal factor
A surprising result of the previous subsections has
been the fact that the X1−linear piece in the relativistic
quadrupolar-electric tidal factor, Eqs. (6.9) and (6.10),
was becoming more and more negative as u enters the
strong-field domain. This is surprising, because some
of the comparisons between fully numerical 3D simula-
tions of binary neutron stars and the EOB description
of tidally-interacting binary systems have suggested the
need to include relativistic tidal factors Aˆ
(2+)
1 (u;X1),
(a)
(b)
FIG. 3. In panel (a) we compare the plots of three different es-
timates of the light-ring-rescaled X1−linear piece A˜
(2+)1SF
1 (u)
in the quadrupolar-electric tidal factor, Eq. (7.21): i) the nu-
merical relativity data points [1], [19] (boxes); ii) the fitting
function f23(u), Eqs. (7.25)-(7.28) (solid line); and iii) the
product of the 7.5PN series for Aˆ
(2+)1SF
1 (u) by (1 − 3u)
7/2
(dashed curve). Panel (b) shows (now up to u = 1
3
) the
same estimates as in panel (a), except that the fitting func-
tion f23(u) is replaced by f24(u). The vertical dashed line
indicates the position of the light ring u = 1
3
.
Aˆ
(2+)
2 (u;X2) somewhat larger (near coalescence) than
their 2PN approximants Aˆ
(2+)1SF
1 (u;X1) = 1+α1u+α2u
2
[4, 5, 28]. We think that this might be explained by the
behavior of the terms nonlinear in X1 in Eq. (6.9). In-
deed, let us recall that, for binary neutron star systems,
we expect to have X1 ≃ 12 so that we cannot rely on
the sole knowledge of the X1−linear (1SF) contribution
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that we discussed in detail above. We already know from
2PN results [24] that we have, at least, a term quadratic
in X1, namely
X21 Aˆ
(2+)2SF
1 (u) =
337
28
X21u
2 (1 +O(u)) . (7.30)
The numerical coefficient entering this term is rather
large (33728 ≃ 12.0357). When X1 = 12 , the 2PN term
(7.30) numerically dominates the corresponding O(X1)
2PN term, viz 18X1u
2. It is therefore reasonable to ex-
pect that the higher PN corrections 1 + O(u) in Eq.
(7.30) might play an important role, and may compen-
sate the change of sign of the X1−linear contribution
when u & 0.12. Actually, the original, defining expres-
sion for the Aˆ
(lǫ)
1 (u;X1)’s, Eq. (6.11) is a product of
positive quantities. [Note that any quadratic irreducible
tidal invariant J is necessarily positive as it is the square
of a tensor having only spatial components in the lo-
cal frame of U1: J
(2+) = GabG
ab, J (2
−) = HabH
ab,
J (3
+) = GabcG
abc, . . . .] This proves that, if, when do-
ing a SF expansion in powers of X1, the 1SF term for-
mally tends to −∞ as −c1X1(1 − 3u)−p1 (with c1 > 0)
when u → 13
−
, the 2SF piece must tend to +∞ as
+c2X
2
1 (1 − 3u)−p2 , with c2 > 0 and p2 > p1. [This is
ssen by considering the class of formal limits where X1
tends to zero as some powers of (1−3u).] More precisely,
as the SF expansion proceeds, near the LR, in powers of
Γ ∼ X1(1 − 3u)−1/2, we must have p2 ≥ p1 + 12 . In
the electric (l = 2) case, this shows that, near the LR,
X21A
(2)2SF
1 must blow up as
+
c2X
2
1
(1− 3u)p , p ≥ 4 . (7.31)
Actually, the dominating power p in the LR behavior
(7.31) is likely to be strictly larger than 4. By ex-
tending the reasoning made above for the LR behav-
ior of Aˆ
(2)1SF
1 (u) one anticipates that the highest pos-
sible power of Γ will come from the O(q2) term in the
q−expansion of fractional corrections such as
(1 + cqΓ5)α = 1 + cαqΓ5 +
α(α− 1)
2
c2q2Γ10 +O(q3) .
(7.32)
In other words, this suggests that the difference between
p2 and p1 will be given by the ratio q
2Γ10/(qΓ5) ∼ qΓ5 ∼
q(1 − 3u)−5/2, so that p2 = p1 + 52 . When p1 = 72 , this
yields p2 = 6.
Combining this information with the 2PN knowledge
(7.30) suggests that a plausible representation of the full
X1−nonlinear quadrupolar-electric tidal factor reads
Aˆ
(2+)
1 (u;X1) = 1 +
3u2
1− 3u +X1
A˜
(2+)1SF
1 (u)
(1− 3u)7/2
+X21
A˜
(2+)2SF
1 (u)
(1 − 3u)p +O(X
3
1u
3) ,(7.33)
FIG. 4. The full quadrupolar-electric tidal factor Aˆ
(2+)
1 (u;X1)
is plotted as a function of the EOB variable u, Eq. (7.33) for
the choice of parameters p = 4 and X1 =
1
2
.
with 4 ≤ p ≤ 6 and
A˜
(2+)2SF
1 (u) =
337
28
u2 + . . . (7.34)
With our current, incomplete knowledge, we suggest
as best-guess estimate of Aˆ
(2+)
1 (u;X1): i) to replace
A˜
(2+)1SF
1 by our best strong-field fit f23 discussed above;
ii) to approximate the LR-rescaled 2SF contribution
simply by using its 2PN accurate value A˜
(2+)2SF
1 (u) =
(337/28)u2; and iii) to neglect the unknown, 3PN level
term O(X31u
3) in Eq. (7.33). One can then test differ-
ent values of p, within the range 4 ≤ p ≤ 6, against full
numerical relativity simulations.
For illustrative purposes, we display in Fig. 4 the full
factor Aˆ
(2+)
1 (u;X1) so defined, when using p = 4 and
X1 =
1
2 . As we see in Fig. 4 this relativistic tidal factor
stays always larger than 1. Let us note that, if contact oc-
curs at ucontact = C1 = 16 (taken as a typical neutron star
compactness), the successive contributions, evaluated at
contact, to the relativistic correction factor (7.33) read
Aˆ
(2+)
1
(
1
6
;X1
)
= 1.16667− 0.37463(2X1)
+1.333730(2X1)
2 , (7.35)
where the coefficient of (2X1)
2 is analytically 337/252.
This expression suggests that the 2SF (and higher) con-
tributions to Aˆ
(2+)
1 largely dominate the 1SF one, and
might even dominate the 0SF one, when one approaches
contact. This shows the potential importance of extend-
ing the presently available 1SF numerical results to the
2SF level. It also shows the need to extend the 2PN-
accurate results of [24] to higher PN levels. Eq. (7.33)
suggests that the coefficient of the 3PN term X21u
3 will
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be rather large, namely of order 3p 33728 , which varies be-
tween ≈ +144 and ≈ +217 as p ranges between 4 and
6.
Let us finally note that the appearance of tricky LR-
singular terms, when fully expanding Aˆ
(2+)
1 (u;X1) in
powers of X1, suggests that a more accurate represen-
tation (for practical uses) of this function might be ob-
tained by keeping in non-SF-expanded form all the fac-
tors in the exact EOB expression (6.11) that can be ex-
plicitly expressed in terms of the full (non-SF-expanded)
EOB potential A(u; ν). [This is notably the case of the
first factor
√
F (u; ν) in Eq. (6.11).] Indeed, one way to
understand the origin of the LR behavior
Aˆ
(2+)
1 ∼ c0(1−3u)−1−c1X1(1−3u)−p1+c2X21 (1−3u)−p2 ,
(7.36)
with alternating signs and p2 > p1 > 1, is that it essen-
tially results from expanding in powers of ν the inverse
of the (positive) modified EOB radial potential A˜(u; ν)
according to(
A˜(u; ν)
)−1
∼ [1− 3u+ cν(1 − 3u)−3/2]−1 . (7.37)
Over the last years the many comparisons between EOB
theory and numerical relativity simulations [20, 21, 56–
59] have led to a good knowledge of the function A(u; ν)
in the comparable mass case, i.e., up to ν = 14 . There is
therefore no need to worsen the the numerical accuracy
of Eq. (6.11) by expanding A(u; ν) and F (u; ν) in powers
of ν.
VIII. GLOBAL, STRONG-FIELD BEHAVIOR
OF THE QUADRUPOLAR MAGNETIC TIDAL
FACTOR
In the previous section we have considered the
quadrupolar-electric tidal factor, here we shall consider
by contrast the quadrupolar-magnetic one. Let us start
by writing down the magnetic analog of the EOB result
Eq. (7.3). It reads
Aˆ
(2−)
1 (u;X1) =
√
F (u; ν)
(1−X1)6Γ
−1(y(u))
m42Jb2(y(u))
18u7
=
√
F (u; ν)
(1−X1)6Γ
3(y(u))
m42Jb2(y(u))
18u7
.(8.1)
The reasoning applied above to the electric case shows
again that, near the LR, the dominant singular behav-
ior will come from the same factors as in the electric
case, namely the SF expansion of
√
F (u; ν)Γ3(y(u)). The
magnetic LR behavior is then obtained by multiplying
Eq. (7.21) by the 0SF value of Aˆ
(2−)
1 which is
Aˆ
(2−)0SF
1 =
1− 2u
1− 3u , (8.2)
FIG. 5. The 7.5PN-accurate analytic expression for the
X1−linear piece Aˆ
(2−)1SF
1 (u) in the quadrupolar-magnetic
tidal factor is plotted as a function of the EOB variable u
(solid line). The numerical data (boxes) are obtained by com-
bining the 1SF results of [1] for ∆U and λ(B)1SF, and model
#14 from [19] for the EOB function a1SF(u).
instead of
Aˆ
(2+)0SF
1 = 1 +
3u2
1− 3u =
1− 3u+ 3u2
1− 3u . (8.3)
However, it is easily seen that, near the LR, Aˆ
(2−)0SF
1 be-
haves exactly as Aˆ
(2+)0SF
1 , namely as
1
3 (1 − 3u)−1. This
shows that the O(q) LR blow up of Aˆ
(2−)1SF
1 will be
given by the same equation as its electric counterpart,
Eq. (7.22), i.e.,
Aˆ
(2−)1SF
1 (u) ≃ −
ζ
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(3u)3
(1− 3u)7/2 . (8.4)
As in the electric case, we therefore expect Aˆ
(2−)1SF
1 (u),
which starts, near u = 0, as [24]
Aˆ
(2−)1SF
1 (u) =
11
6
u+O(u2) , (8.5)
to have a maximum, and then to decrease, to cross zero
and to plunge towards large negative values in the strong-
field domain. This expected behavior is confirmed both
by our analytic computation of the 7.5PN-accurate ex-
pansion of Aˆ
(2−)1SF
1 (u), and by the recent numerical SF
data of [1]. We have already written down above, in Eq.
(6.22), the 7.5PN-accurate expansion of Aˆ
(2−)1SF
1 (u).
Contrary to the electric case, here, even the 2PN con-
tribution is negative (with value −123/8 = −15.375,
whose absolute value is about 8 times larger than the
1PN coefficient).
In Fig. 5 we plot the 7.5PN accurate result for
Aˆ
(2−)1SF
1 (u). As expected, from Eq. (8.4), it exhibits a
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maximum, it crosses the zero level around u ≃ 0.066484,
and then plunges towards large, negative values. Us-
ing the same tools as in the electric case (i.e., combin-
ing numerical data from [1] and model #14 from [19]),
we also computed a strong-field numerical estimate of
Aˆ
(2−)1SF
1 (u). The numerical data points are indicated
by boxes in Fig. 5. These data confirm the strong-field
behavior inferred above from analytical arguments.
Clearly, one could extend the fitting technique we have
used above in the electric case to the present magnetic
one, by considering templates of the form
Aˆ
(2−)1SF
1 (u) =
11
6
u(1− a1u)(1− a2u)
(1 − 3u)7/2 f0(u) , (8.6)
with a suitably chosen fudge factor f0(u). However,
as there is no pressing need to have in hand an accu-
rate global representation of Aˆ
(2−)1SF
1 (u) we leave such
a task to future work. Let us only mention that the
X1−nonlinear contributions probably play also a very
important role in the magnetic tidal factor. Indeed, con-
trary to the electric case, they start at the 1PN level with
the contribution +X21u.
To conclude, let us only exhibit the current knowledge
of the structure of Aˆ
(2−)
1 (u;X1)
Aˆ
(2−)
1 (u;X1) =
1− 2u
1− 3u +X1
A˜
(2−)1SF
1 (u)
(1− 3u)7/2
+X21
A˜
(2−)2SF
1 (u)
(1 − 3u)p +O(X
3
1u
2) , (8.7)
with 4 ≤ p ≤ 6 and
A˜
(2−)2SF
1 (u) = u+ . . . (8.8)
Again we expect such a representation to be able to main-
tain the positivity of Aˆ
(2−)
1 (u;X1) in the strong-field do-
main.
IX. SUMMARY AND CONCLUDING
REMARKS
We used a synergetic combination of the results of
several approximation formalisms (post-Newtonian, ana-
lytic black hole perturbation, numerical self-force, effec-
tive one-body theory) to improve our analytic knowledge
of tidal interactions in binary systems. Our results con-
cern a gravitationally interacting two-body system mov-
ing on circular orbits. The main new results of our work
are:
• The analytic computation, to linear order in the
mass ratio q = m1/m2 and to the 7.5PN accu-
racy, i.e., up to (v/c)15, of several tidal invari-
ant functions J(y), where y = (Gm2Ω/c
3)2/3,
namely TrE2(k), TrE3(k), TrB2(k), as well as some
octupolar-level invariants discussed in Appendix D.
• The comparison of our analytic results to the recent
numerical self-force calculations by Dolan et al. [1]
of several invariant functions (in the form of tidal
eigenvalues λ1(y), λ2(y), λB(y), to first order in q).
• Our work is, to the best of our knowledge, the first
where high-accuracy analytical results allow one to
inform numerical self-force studies about the pres-
ence of probable, hitherto undetected, systematic
numerical errors (at a small, but significant level)
affecting data points at large radii r ≥ 30Gm2/c2.
Moreover, the high-accuracy analytic formulas we
give in Appendix D for several octupolar level in-
variants might serve as useful test beds of future
numerical SF computations of invariants involving
three derivatives of the metric.
• We provided an analytic understanding of the light
ring asymptotic behavior of tidal eigenvalues found
in Ref. [1].
• We transcribed the analytical and numerical results
on tidal invariants in the more dynamically signif-
icant knowledge of certain tidal relativistic factors
Aˆl
ǫ
(u;X1) (with X1 = m1/(m1+m2)) entering the
effective one-body description of tidal interactions.
This knowledge is encoded both in the 7.5PN accu-
rate expansion of theX1−linear piece in Aˆlǫ(u;X1),
and in numerical data for this X1−linear piece.
• We discussed the analytically expected light ring
behaviors for several such 1SF pieces, Aˆ(l
ǫ)1SF(u),
notably for l = 2+ (quadrupolar-electric) and 2−
(quadrupolar-magnetic). We then provided sim-
ple, accurate analytic representations of the global,
strong-field behavior of Aˆ(2
+)1SF(u), see subsection
VII C.
• Our most striking finding is that the X1−linear
piece of Aˆ(2
+)1SF(u) in the quadrupolar-electric rel-
ativistic tidal factor Aˆ2
+
(u;X1) for body 1 has a
positive maximum in the weak field domain, and
then, after crossing zero, plunges towards rather
large negative values in the strong-field domain
u & 0.12. This unexpected behavior was found
both in our 7.5PN-accurate analytical results and
in the numerical results of [1] (completed by model
#14 in [19]), and was shown to be related to the
analytically expected singular behavior of the func-
tion Aˆ(2
+)1SF(u) as u→ 13
−
, i.e. near the LR.
• We, however, argued that the negative charac-
ter of the X1−linear piece X1Aˆ(2+)1SF(u) is more
than compensated by a probable fast growth of
the X1−quadratic piece X21 Aˆ(2
+)2SF(u) in the
strong-field regime, and we provided plausible
parametrizations (and estimates) of the growth.
The latter result shows the importance of further
improving the analytic knowledge of the relativis-
tic tidal factors. This can be done either by using
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second-order SF theory, or by extending the 2PN-
accurate results of [24] to higher PN accuracies (and
to all orders in the mass fraction X1), or, finally, by
comparing our analytical representation Eq. (7.33)
to full numerical simulations of coalescing binary
neutron stars (e.g., using the exponent p as a fit-
ting parameter). All these research avenues should
be pursued because they might all contribute to im-
proving our ability at theoretically describing the
late dynamics of inspiralling neutron star binaries.
Appendix A: Details about the analytical computation of m42Tr[E
2(k)]
We start from the expression of m42TrE(k)2, Eqs. (3.7) and (3.8), where the first-order term δe2(y) is computed in
the Regge-Wheeler gauge, by decomposing the perturbed metric in tensor spherical harmonics [47, 48]. Following a
standard procedure, outlined and detailed in our previous works [23, 25–27], one decomposes δ into even-parity and
odd-parity parts. The even-parity part is given by:
δ(even) = (A0H0 +A1H1 +A2H2 +A3K +A4H
′
0 +A5K
′ +A6H
′′
0 +A7K
′′)Ylm(π/2, 0) (A1)
where we used the standard Regge-Wheeler notation for the even metric perturbations H0, H1 . . ., and where the
coefficients Ak = Ak(y; l,m) are listed below (using the notation L ≡ l(l+ 1))
A0 = −[(6y2 − L)(1− 2y) + ym2(4− 9y)]y5
A1 = 2im(1− 3y)y11/2
A2 = −2(18y2 − 18y + 5)y6
A3 = − y
6
(1 − 2y)
[
ym2(4− 9y)− [L+ 2(24y2 − 21y + 5)](1− 2y)]
A4 = 2m2(1− y)(1− 2y)(2− 3y)y4
A5 = 2m2(21y
2 − 20y + 5)y5
A6 = m
2
2(2− 3y)(1− 2y)2y3
A7 = m
2
2(1− 2y)(2− 3y)y4 . (A2)
Similarly, the odd part yields the following expression
δ(odd) = (B0h0 +B1h1 +B2h
′
0 +B3h
′′
0 )
dYlm
dθ
∣∣∣∣∣
(π/2,0)
, (A3)
where
B0 = − 2y
13/2
m2(1− 2y) [(−9y + 4)ym
2 − (1 − 2y)(L+ 2y)]
B1 =
2
m2
im(1− 3y)y7
B2 = 6(1− 3y)(1− 2y)y11/2
B3 = 2m2(1− 2y)(2− 3y)y9/2 . (A4)
One then re-expresses the metric functions H0(r), H1(r), . . . in terms of suitable radial factors R
(even/odd)
lmω (r) (for
example, h1(r) = r
2/(r − 2m2)R(odd)lmω (r), etc.). These auxiliary functions R(even/odd)lmω (r) are chosen so as to be both
solutions of the (odd-parity) Regge-Wheeler (RW) equation, with different (distributional) source terms S(even/odd)(r),
namely
L(r)(RW)[R
(even/odd)
lmω (r)] = S
(even/odd)(r) , (A5)
where
L(r)(RW) =
d2
dr2∗
+ ω2 −
(
1− 2m2
r
)(
l(l+ 1)
r2
− 6m2
r3
)
, (A6)
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with dr∗ = dr/f(r), f(r) = 1− 2m2/r.
The solution of the RW equation with source terms is written by using the (retarded) Green’s function
G(r, r′) =
1
W
[
X(in)(r)X(up)(r
′)H(r′ − r) +X(in)(r′)X(up)(r)H(r − r′)
]
, (A7)
with H(x) denoting the Heaviside step function, X(in/up)(r) being solutions of the homogeneous RW equation, and
W denoting their (constant) Wronskian
W =
(
1− 2m2
r
)[
X(in)(r)
d
dr
X(up)(r) −
d
dr
X(in)(r)X(up)(r)
]
= constant , (A8)
so that
R(even/odd)(r) =
∫
dr′G(r, r′)f(r′)−1S(even/odd)(r′) . (A9)
One can then compute the (in general, discontinuous) limit when r → r±0 of R(even/odd) and their first derivatives
dR(even/odd)/dr.
In this way, we get a new form of δ
±(even/odd)
lm , which depends on the (left/right) direction of approach to the particle
location r0. E.g., in the odd case we have
δ
−(odd)
lm (y) = −
1√
1− 3y
96πy6(m2X
′
(up) + yX(up))(C
(odd)m2X
′
(in) +D
(odd)X(in))
L(L− 2)m2(X(in)X ′(up) −X(up)X ′(in))
, (A10)
with
C(odd) = −(1− 2y)[L(y − 1)− 2 + 2ym2 + 4y(3− 4y)]
D(odd) = 2y[L(1− 2y)2 + y(8y − 3)(1− 2y) + ym2(5y − 2)] . (A11)
Similar expressions hold for δ
+(odd)
lm . In the even case we have instead
δ
−(even)
lm (y) =
24πy5
(1 − 2y)√1− 3y
(A(even)m2X
′
(up) +B
(even)X(up))(C
(even)m2X
′
(in) +D
(even)X(in))
L(L− 2)[L2(L− 2)2 + 144m2y3]m2(X(in)X ′(up) −X(up)X ′(in))
. (A12)
with
A(even) = 2(1− 2y)(−6y2L+ 12m2y2 − 4yL+ 2yL2 + 2L− L2) (A13)
B(even) = y[2y(−2L+ L2 − 24y2 + 12y)m2 + L(yL2 − 12y + 4yL− 12y2L+ 2L+ 12y2 + 24y3 − L2)]
C(even) = −2(1− 2y)[−24m4y3 − 2y(−96y3 − 12y + 5yL2 + 4L− 16yL− 2L2 + 72y2)m2
+L(−L2 − 96y4 + 80y3 + 2L+ 2yL2 + 2y3L− 16y2 − 6y2L+ y2L2 − 4yL)]
D(even) = y[4y2(−2L− 60y2 + L2 + 24y)m4
+ 4y(−168y3 − 18y3L+ 192y4 − L3 − 14y2L2 + 64y2L− 30yL+ 2L+ yL3 + 7yL2 + L2 + 36y2)m2
+ L(−100y3L− 2yL3 − 2L2 + L3 + 2y2L2 + 72y4L+ 8yL+ 384y4 − 96y3 − 384y5 + 8y3L2
+16y2L+ y2L3)] .
Similar expressions hold for δ
+(even)
lm .
The functions X(in/up) must be solutions of the homogeneous Regge-Wheeler equation. These can be simple PN-
type solutions for l > N ≡ l(max) [the choice of l(max) depending on the PN order accuracy required for the final
result] or they can incorporate all radiative and tail corrections [for 2 ≤ l ≤ N ]. The low multipoles l = 0 and l = 1
(even and odd) are computed separately. In this work we use l(max) = N = 5 so that we used PN solutions for l ≥ 6
and radiative-corrected solutions for l = 2, 3, 4, 5 (the latter solutions of the homogeneous Regge-Wheeler equation
are obtained by using the technique developed by Mano, Suzuki and Tagasugi (MST), Refs. [49–51]).
After summing over m, the sum over l of the regularized values δe2 l(y) comprises: i) low multipoles (l = 0 and
l = 1), ii) radiatively-exact contributions l = 2 . . .N and iii) (approximate) PN-type contributions (l > N).
The l = 0 and l = 1 multipoles are obtained by inserting, in the general expression (3.8), the corresponding Zerilli
metric solutions (reformulated in a flat gauge) [see, e.g., Eqs. (4.14)–(4.18) of Ref. [23]]. The l = 0 contribution
(jump-regularized but still B-unsubtracted) yields
δ
(unsub)
0 = −6y7
(1− 2y)(1− y)√
1− 3y , (A14)
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so that the final (subtracted) regularized value δreg0 = δ
(unsub)
0 − B(y; 0) is (in the following we omit the superscript
“reg” indicating a regularized value)
δ0 =
135
8
y7 − 3759
64
y8 +
40749
512
y9 − 169959
8192
y10 − 7148589
131072
y11
−154173093
1048576
y12 − 3359407239
8388608
y13 +O(y14) . (A15)
Similarly, in the case l = 1 we find
δ
(unsub)
1 = −6y7
14y2 − 13y + 5√
1− 3y , (A16)
and a corresponding (subtracted) regularized value δ1 = δ
(unsub)
1 −B(y; 1) equal to
δ1 = −12y6 +
447
8
y7 − 7227
64
y8 +
7653
512
y9 − 1085565
8192
y10 − 43461429
131072
y11
−924074961
1048576
y12 − 20150969679
8388608
y13 +O(y14) . (A17)
Let us also quote, as an example of radiatively-exact contribution to δ the l = 2 contribution to the regularized value
of δe2 (i.e., with both the jump and the divergent part removed). It reads
δe2,l=2(y) = −
135
56
y7 +
31195
448
y8 − 9757144099
20697600
y9 +
(
−2304
5
ln(y) +
7685857267007
2739609600
− 9216
5
ln(2)− 4608
5
γ
)
y10
+
(
293824
35
γ − 43588443462350807
4339541606400
+
146912
35
ln(y) +
588992
35
ln(2)
)
y11
−164352
175
πy23/2
+
(
−737992797721187716241
262175075205120000
− 18037904
735
γ − 9018952
735
ln(y)− 7245200
147
ln(2)
)
y12
+
31511072
3675
πy25/2
+
(
3741529451495079869012522279
15714424441027952640000
− 18443821276
606375
ln(y)− 109568
35
π2 +
328704
175
ln2(y)
−36887642552
606375
γ − 31525213816
259875
ln(2)− 73728
5
ζ(3) +
5259264
175
ln2(2) +
1314816
175
γ2
+
1314816
175
γ ln(y) +
2629632
175
ln(y) ln(2) +
5259264
175
ln(2)γ
)
y13
−77523640
3087
πy27/2 +Oln (y
14) . (A18)
Finally, let us exhibit the result of summing the regularized PN contributions from l = 6 to ∞:
S
(6)
PN ≡
∞∑
l=6
δl(y) = −
1215
572
y7 +
138305
4576
y8 +
(
−580910755745041
2943478137600
+
1779
128
π2
)
y9
+
(
52597086939524482189
63979440798873600
− 38949
512
π2
)
y10 +
(
1393795
4096
π2 − 131193085408413930569
40143962854195200
)
y11
+
(
−4725416287
1179648
π2 − 6580119
524288
π4 +
10521244939882371215189680568987
254534169400554279075840000
)
y12
+
(
−31931321740721
3303014400
π2 +
16267066167
33554432
π4 +
1165940046898463658979566580099506079
28624956957598403886482718720000
)
y13
+O(y14) .
Combining the various terms one gets the final result quoted in text, Eq. (3.15).
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Appendix B: Details about the analytical computation of m62Tr[E
3(k)]
A straightforward calculation shows that the rescaled cubic invariant m62Tr[E(k)3] has the following expression
m62Tr[E(k)3] = −3(1− 3y)(2− 3y)y9(1 + qδ̂e3(y)) +O(q2) , (B1)
where
δ̂e3(y) =
(−1 + 2y)(27y2 − 27y + 7)
(3y − 1)(3y − 2) hrr −m2
(3y − 2)
y2
∂rhkk − (−1 + 2y)(3y − 2)
2y3(3y − 1) m
2
2∂rrhkk
− y(18y
2 − 18y + 5)
(3y − 1)(3y − 2)(−1 + 2y)hkk −
(y − 1)(18y2 − 18y + 5)y2
(−1 + 2y)(3y − 2)m22
hφφ − 3y
2
m22(−9y + 3)(3y − 2)
hθθ
+
2(18y2 − 18y + 5)y3/2
m2(−1 + 2y)(3y − 2) htφ −
3
2(−9y + 3)(3y − 2)y∂θθhkk +
(3y − 1)2
2(−1 + 2y)y(3y − 2)∂φ¯φ¯hkk
− (18y
2 − 18y + 5)
y1/2(3y − 2) ∂φ¯htr −
(18y2 − 18y + 5)y
m2(3y − 2) ∂φ¯hrφ +
(18y2 − 18y + 5)y
m2(3y − 2) ∂rhφφ
+
(18y2 − 18y + 5)
y1/2(3y − 2) ∂rhtφ . (B2)
We proceed along the lines explained above. Let us only quote the most relevant new features. The singular part
of δ̂l(y) (which needs to be subtracted to regularize δ̂e3(y)) is found to be
B̂(y; l) = Lb̂0(y) + b̂1(y) , (B3)
where
b̂0(y) =
3
2
− 27
8
y − 297
128
y2 − 1623
512
y3 − 131805
32768
y4
−562131
131072
y5 − 4688361
2097152
y6 +
57419361
8388608
y7 +O(y8)
b̂1(y) = −183
32
y +
717
256
y2 +
13155
2048
y3 +
403797
32768
y4
+
13249725
524288
y5 +
231713151
4194304
y6
+
4282692327
33554432
y7 +O(y8) . (B4)
The unsubtracted contributions of the low multipoles l = 0, 1 are
δ̂
(unsub)
l=0 = −3
(1− 2y)(1− y)y
(2− 3y)(1− 3y)3/2 ,
δ̂
(unsub)
l=1 = −3
y(26y2 − 25y + 5)
(2− 3y)(1− 3y)3/2 (B5)
with associated subtracted regularized values δ̂0 = δ̂
(unsub)
0 − B̂(y; 0) and δ̂1 = δ̂(unsub)1 − B̂(y; 1). As examples of
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intermediate results let us quote the radiatively-correct regularized solution for l = 2,
δ̂2 = −
135
224
y +
29305
1792
y2 − 5248670899
82790400
y3
+
(
−2304
5
ln 2− 576
5
ln y +
53165214824923
120542822400
− 1152
5
γ
)
y4
+
(
22616
35
ln y +
18160
7
ln 2 +
45232
35
γ − 14464275420235367
17358166425600
)
y5
−41088
175
πy11/2
+
(
−373726
735
ln(y)− 747452
735
γ − 63948592610334337491983
13633103910666240000
− 302492
147
ln(2)
)
y6
+
194312
147
πy13/2
+
(
2808274681091617913731512647
62857697764111810560000
+
82176
175
ln2(y)− 6611028394
606375
ln(y) +
657408
175
ln(y) ln(2)
+
328704
175
ln(y)γ − 13222056788
606375
γ +
1314816
175
ln2(2) +
1314816
175
ln(2)γ +
328704
175
γ2
−18432
5
ζ(3)− 27392
35
π2 − 11333715604
259875
ln(2)
)
y7
−16183322
15435
πy15/2 +Oln (y
8) , (B6)
and the summation of the PN contributions for l ≥ 6
Ŝ
(6)
PN =
∞∑
l=6
δ̂l(y) = −
1215
2288
y +
121295
18304
y2 +
(
1779
512
π2 − 310927685187841
11773912550400
)
y3
+
(
−2271
256
π2 +
7526860183399951567
63979440798873600
)
y4
+
(
−1213007580302673923737
2729789474085273600
+
907147
16384
π2
)
y5
+
(
156773216742226524002873899261
59890392800130418606080000
− 6580119
2097152
π4 − 900450163
4718592
π2
)
y6
+
(
5955078711
134217728
π4 +
17913668814079
13212057600
π2 − 9611524527185390804403803435123566091
526699208019810631511282024448000
)
y7 +O(y8) . (B7)
Appendix C: Details about the analytical computation of m42Tr[B
2(k)]
Our starting expression for 1SF expansion of m42Tr[B2(k)] is
J˜2m = m42TrB(k)2 = 18(1− 2y)y7 + qδb2(y) +O(q2) . (C1)
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where
δb2(y) = 3(3y − 1)(−1 + 2y)2y5m2∂rhrr − 3
(3y − 1)(−1 + 2y)y7
m2
∂rhθθ +
6(3y − 1)(−1 + 2y)y7
m2
∂θhrθ
−3(3y − 1)(−1 + 2y)y9/2m2∂rφhtr − 3(3y − 1)(−1 + 2y)y6∂rφhrφ − 3(3y − 1)y
8
m22
∂θφhθφ
−3(3y− 1)y
13/2
m2
∂θφhtθ − 3(−1 + 2y)y4m22∂rrhkk −
6y8
(−1 + 2y)hkk − 6(−1 + 2y)(15y
2 − 9y + 1)y6hrr
−9(3y − 1)y5m2∂rhkk + 6(3y − 1)(3y
2 − 3y + 1)y8
(−1 + 2y)m22
hφφ +
18(−1 + 2y)y9
m22
hθθ − 12(3y − 1)(3y − 2)y
15/2
m2(−1 + 2y) htφ
−3y6∂θθhkk + 6(3y − 1)(−1 + 2y)y11/2∂φhtr + 6(3y − 1)(−1 + 2y)y
7
m2
∂φhrφ
−3(3y− 1)(5y − 3)y
7
m2
∂rhφφ − 6(3y − 1)(y − 1)y11/2∂rhtφ + 3(3y − 1)(−1 + 2y)y6∂rrhφφ
+3(3y − 1)(−1 + 2y)y9/2m2∂rrhtφ + 3(3y − 1)y
8
m22
∂θθhφφ +
3(3y − 1)y13/2
m2
∂θθhtφ (C2)
Following the same procedure outlined above, one identifies an even part and an odd part for δ˜R(y):
δ˜(even) =
(
A˜0H0 + A˜1H1 + A˜2H2 + A˜3K + A˜4H
′
0 + A˜5K
′ + A˜6H
′′
0 + A˜7K
′′ + A˜8H
′
1 + A˜9H
′
2
)
Ylm(π/2, 0) (C3)
where
A˜0 = −3(8y2 − 2m2y − 2y + 2Ly +m2 − L)y6
A˜1 = 6im(1− 2y)(1− 3y)y11/2
A˜2 = 6(1− 6y)(1− 2y)y6
A˜3 = −3y6(32y2 − 2m2y + 2Ly − 18y − L+ 2 +m2)
A˜4 = 3m2(1− 2y)(3− 5y)y5
A˜5 = 6m2(3− 7y)y6
A˜6 = 3m2(1− 2y)2y4
A˜7 = 3m
2
2(1− 2y)2y4
A˜8 = −3imm2(1− 2y)(1− 3y)y9/2
A˜9 = −3m2(1 − 3y)(1− 2y)y5 . (C4)
Similarly, for the odd part we have
δ˜(odd) =
(
B˜0h0 + B˜1h
′
1 + B˜2h
′
0 + B˜3h
′′
0
) dYlm
dθ
∣∣∣∣∣
(π/2,0)
, (C5)
where
B˜0 = − 3
m2
(20y2 − 8y + Ly + 2ym2 − L)y13/2
B˜1 = −3im(1− 2y)(1− 3y)y6
B˜2 = −6(1− 4y)(1− 3y)y11/2
B˜3 = 3m2(1 − 2y)(1− y)y9/2 . (C6)
[Note that the above (odd) coefficients (C4) and (C6) do not correspond to the analogous electric coefficients (A2)
and (A4).] Re-expressing the metric functions H0(r), H1(r), . . . in terms of the Regge-Wheeler-Zerilli radial functions
R
(even/odd)
lmω (r), as for the electric-type quantity explained above, we get a new form of δ˜
±(even/odd)
lm which also depends
on the (left/right) direction of approach to the particle location r0. We have
δ˜
−(odd)
lm = −
1
(1− 2y)√1− 3y
96πy6(m2X
′
(up) + yX(up))(C˜
(odd)m2X
′
(in) + D˜
(odd)X(in))
L(L− 2)m2(X(in)X ′(up) −X(up)X ′(in))
, (C7)
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with
C˜(odd) = −(1− 2y)2(−L+ 2 + 2m2y + Ly − 16y + 32y2)
D˜(odd) = 2y2(−64y3 + 72y2 + 3 + 3m2y − 26y −m2y2 + 2L− 9Ly −m2 + 10y2L) . (C8)
Similar expressions hold for δ˜
+(odd)
lm . In the even case we have instead
δ˜
−(even)
lm (y) =
48πy6
(1− 2y)2√1− 3y
(A˜(even)m2X
′
(up) + B˜
(even)X(up))(C˜
(even)m2X
′
(in) + D˜
(even)X(in))
L(L− 2)[L2(L− 2)2 + 144m2y3]m2(X(in)X ′(up) −X(up)X ′(in))
. (C9)
with
A˜(even) = 2(1− 2y)((12m2 − 6L)y2 + (−4L+ 2L2)y + 2L− L2) (C10)
B˜(even) = (−48m2 + 24L)y3 + (12L− 12L2 + 24m2)y2 + (2m2L2 + L3 − 12L+ 4L2 − 4m2L)y + 2L2 − L3
C˜(even) = (1− 2y) [(−768m2 + 384L)y4 + (−416L+ 768m2 + 28L2 − 48m4)y3
+(−2m2L2 + 11L3 + 24m4 + 144L+ 28m2L− 52L2 − 240m2)y2
+(24m2 − 24m2L− 12L3 + 32L2 + 6m2L2 − 16L)y − 6L2 − 2m2L2 + 4m2L+ 3L3]
D˜(even) = y
[
(1536m2 − 768L)y5 + (960L− 1728m2 + 24m4 − 252m2L+ 72L2)y4
+(−72m4 − 68L2 − 2L3 − 384L− 40m2L2 + 332m2L+ 624m2)y3
+(48m2L2 − 4m2L3 + 8Lm4 + 48L+ 16L2 + 8L4 − 140m2L+ 24m4 − 15L3 − 72m2 − 4L2m4)y2
+(2L2m4 − 4L2 + 28m2L+ 6m2L3 − 26m2L2 − 4Lm4 − 8L4 + 18L3)y
+2L2 − 2m2L3 + 6m2L2 − 4m2L+ 2L4 − 5L3] .
Similar expressions hold for δ˜
+(even)
lm .
The calculation proceeds as in the cases discussed above. The subtraction term for δb2(y) is found to be
B˜(y; l) = Lb˜0(y) + b˜1(y) (C11)
with
b˜0(y) =
22863555
268435456
y15 +O(y16)
b˜1(y) = 6y
7 − 243
2
y8 +
7215
32
y9 +
267
32
y10 +
196803
8192
y11 +
2224713
32768
y12 +
99490095
524288
y13 +
2210742531
4194304
y14
+
381877833969
268435456
y15 +O(y16) (C12)
The l = 0 contribution (jump-regularized but still B-unsubtracted by the B-term) results
δ˜
(unsub)
0 = −6y7
(1− 4y)(y − 1)√
1− 3y , (C13)
so that the final (subtracted) regularized value δ˜0 = δ˜
(unsub)
0 − B˜(y; 0) is
δ˜0 =
201
2
y8 − 7239
32
y9 − 735
32
y10 − 518211
8192
y11 − 5604681
32768
y12 − 244061487
524288
y13
−5354983683
4194304
y14 +O(y15) . (C14)
Similarly, in the case l = 1 we find
δ˜
(unsub)
1 = 6y
7 28y
2 − 7y − 3√
1− 3y , (C15)
with a corresponding (subtracted) regularized value δ˜1 = δ˜
(unsub)
1 − B˜(y; 1) equal to
δ˜1 = −24y7 +
105
2
y8 − 5799
32
y9 − 1599
32
y10 − 1720899
8192
y11 − 21529929
32768
y12 − 1017431343
524288
y13
−23629205763
4194304
y14 +O(y15) . (C16)
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As an example of radiatively-exact term, we give the regularized value of δ˜ for l = 2,
δ˜2(y) = −
15
2
y8 +
73901
672
y9 − 218530317
431200
y10
+
(
−3616
5
ln(y) +
302133200808277
90407116800
− 2880 ln(2)− 7232
5
γ
)
y11
+
(
110632
21
ln(y) +
221264
21
γ +
63280
3
ln(2)− 31059866029753481
3254656204800
)
y12
−10272
7
πy25/2
+
(
−469856
49
ln(y)− 38106213603422952309467
1704137988833280000
− 939712
49
γ − 5217472
135
ln(2)
)
y13
+
96728
9
πy27/2
+
(
4715300156233844764198612711
14142981996925157376000
+
1537376
525
ln2(y)− 17032098407
259875
ln(y) +
6149504
525
ln(y)γ
+
4095104
175
ln(y) ln(2)− 1537376
315
π2 − 67951632142
259875
ln(2)− 34064196814
259875
γ +
24556928
525
ln2(2)
+
6149504
525
γ2 − 114944
5
ζ(3) +
8190208
175
ln(2)γ
)
y14
−50274592
5145
πy29/2
+Oln (y
15) . (C17)
The sum of the PN contributions for l ≤ 6 is found to be
S˜
(6)
(PN) =
∞∑
l=6
δ˜l(y) = −
945
143
y8 +
22357
528
y9 +
(
−53778169487729
183967383600
+
123
4
π2
)
y10
+
(
57815
256
π2 − 10284424419054240163
4739217836953600
)
y11
+
(
−651042905735117257129
90323916421939200
+
191973
256
π2
)
y12
+
(
80074047
131072
π4 − 7934674343
294912
π2 +
3133543922680342689253334319888697
15144783079332979605012480000
)
y13
+
(
50187001206383676002431993886829037909
25322077308644741899580866560000
− 116483667391
8388608
π4 − 4420569077921
68812800
π2
)
y14
+O(y15) . (C18)
The final result was given in Eq. (3.20) of the text.
Appendix D: Octupolar-type tidal invariants
In this section, we discuss the computation of the irreducible octupolar invariant (linked to lǫ = 3+ tidal effects)
J3+ = GαβγG
αβγ ≡ Γ4J3+
where
Gαβγ = −
[
Symαβγ
(∇⊥γ Rαµβν)]UµUν . (D1)
Here ∇⊥γ = P (U)µγ∇µ, with P (U) = g + U ⊗ U , denoting the projection operator orthogonal to U . We found
convenient to compute the octupolar invariant J3+ in terms of two other invariants (see [24]), namely
J3+ = K3+ +
1
3
J2˙+ , (D2)
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where
K3+ = CαβγC
αβγ ≡ Γ4K3+
J2˙+ = G˙αβG˙
αβ ≡ Γ6J2˙e , (D3)
with
Cαβγ =
[
Symαβγ (∇γRαµβν)
]
UµUν
G˙αβ = −∇UE(U)αβ . (D4)
Let us introduce their suitably Γ-rescaled counterparts, namely
Cαβγ =
[
Symαβγ (∇γRαµβν)
]
kµkν ≡ Γ−2Cαβγ
Gαβγ = −
[
Symαβγ
(∇⊥γ Rαµβν)] kµkν ≡ Γ−2Gαβγ
G˙αβ = −∇kE(k)αβ ≡ Γ−3G˙αβ . (D5)
We work with the Γ-rescaled quantities with the following results
m62K3+ = 6(1− 2y)(42y2 − 46y + 15)y8 +m62K1SF3+ = 6(1− 2y)(42y2 − 46y + 15)y8(1 + q δ̂K3+) +O(q2) (D6)
where, for example,
K1SF3+ = −
4
m2
(7y − 4)(2y − 3)y17/2∂θθ(htφ)− 2(−1 + 2y)(40y2 − 53y + 15)y8∂rr(hφφ)
−(42y3 + 3y2 − 44y + 18)y6m2∂r(htt)− 8(−1 + 2y)(17y2 − 21y + 6)y13/2m2∂rr(htφ)
− 2
(−1 + 2y)y
9(154y2 + 60− 189y)htt + 4
m22
(3y − 1)(2y − 3)y10∂φθ(hθφ)
+(138y2 − 145y + 42)(−1 + 2y)2y7m2∂r(hrr) + 2
m2
(6y − 5)(−1 + 2y)(2y − 3)y9∂θ(hrθ)
+3(3y − 2)(−1 + 2y)2y7m2∂rrr(hφφ) + 6(3y − 2)(−1 + 2y)2y11/2m22∂rrr(htφ)
+6(−1 + 2y)(2y − 3)y15/2∂rθθ(htφ) + 4(3y − 1)(−1 + 2y)(2y − 3)y8∂φr(hrφ)
+
4
m2
(3y − 1)(2y − 3)y17/2∂φθ(htθ) + 3
m2
(3y − 1)(7y − 3)y9∂φφr(hφφ)
− 1
m2
(6y − 11)(−1 + 2y)(2y − 3)y9∂r(hθθ) + 3(3y − 1)(7y − 3)y6m2∂φφr(htt)
+6(3y − 1)(7y − 3)y15/2∂φφr(htφ) + 3(3y − 2)(−1 + 2y)2y4m32∂rrr(htt) + 3(−1 + 2y)(2y − 3)y6m2∂rθθ(htt)
+4(3y − 1)(−1 + 2y)(2y − 3)y13/2m2∂φr(htr)− 2(486y3 − 724y2 + 363y− 60)y6m2∂r(hkk)
−2(4y − 3)(2y − 3)y7∂θθ(htt)− 4
m2(−1 + 2y)y
17/2(3y − 1)(23y2 − 31y + 9)∂φφ(htφ)
+
6
m22
(2y − 5)(−1 + 2y)(2y − 3)y10hθθ − 2
m22(−1 + 2y)
y10(3y − 1)(23y2 − 31y + 9)∂φφ(hφφ)
+
2
m2
(−1 + 2y)(84y2 − 40y + 15)y9∂φ(hrφ) + 3
m2
(−1 + 2y)(2y − 3)y9∂rθθ(hφφ)
+
2
m22
(−1 + 2y)(92y2 − 52y + 15)y10hφφ − 2(−1 + 2y)(28y2 − 31y + 9)y5m22∂rr(htt)
+
1
m2
(−1 + 2y)(12y2 − 104y + 27)y9∂r(hφφ) + 16
m2
(5y − 2)(2y − 3)y19/2htφ
−2(−1 + 2y)(7y − 6)(15y − 2)y15/2∂φ(htr)− 2
(−1 + 2y)y
7(3y − 1)(23y2 − 31y + 9)∂φφ(htt)
− 10
m22
(−1 + 2y)(2y − 3)y10∂θθ(hφφ)− 2(−1 + 2y)(894y3 − 1335y2 + 694y − 123)y8hrr
+4(−1 + 2y)(36y2 − 50y + 15)y15/2∂r(htφ) . (D7)
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We have for the (jump-regularized but still unsubtracted) low multipoles (and for the fractional 1SF correction to
K3+)
δ̂
l=0,(unsub)
K3+ =
−100y3 + 84y4 + 94y2 + 15− 60y
3(−1 + 2y)(42y2 − 46y + 15)√1− 3y
= −1
3
− 77
90
y − 13883
5400
y2 − 1048681
162000
y3 − 317621843
19440000
y4 − 24889884451
583200000
y5 − 4039031134639
34992000000
y6
−335874959831873
1049760000000
y7 − 226643666008108163
251942400000000
y8 +O(y9) (D8)
δ̂
l=1,(unsub)
K3+ = −
4
3
y
(357y3 − 566y2 + 345y − 75)√
1− 3y(−1 + 2y)(42y2 − 46y + 15)
= −32
3
y − 416
45
y2 − 10436
675
y3 − 372776
10125
y4 − 62113439
607500
y5 − 2686057049
9112500
y6
−929114577097
1093500000
y7 − 9989205434563
4100625000
y8 +O(y9) . (D9)
The final (regularized) result is found to be
δ̂K3+ = −
8
3
+
358
45
y +
11848
675
y2
+
(
−3581903
40500
+
4681
1536
π2
)
y3
+
(
614794483
2430000
− 4096
15
ln(2)− 1024
15
ln(y)− 2048
15
γ − 790931
92160
π2
)
y4
+
(
431520437
11059200
π2 − 759123028241
1020600000
+
535352
1575
ln(y) +
354064
225
ln(2) +
1070704
1575
γ − 1458
7
ln(3)
)
y5
−219136
1575
πy11/2
+
(
12569905047667
2187000000
+
181080056
212625
γ +
1024
75
π − 123628168
212625
ln(2) +
90540028
212625
ln(y) +
73953
35
ln(3)
−1903269674027
1769472000
π2 − 42147341
6291456
π4
)
y6
+
118163398
165375
πy13/2
+
(
52369829422440012073
990186120000000
+
351206984461
6039797760
π4 − 4143716714678
245581875
γ − 2071858357339
245581875
ln(y)
+
9765625
14256
ln(5) +
438272
1575
ln2(y)− 214350489
30800
ln(3)− 6124042466966
245581875
ln(2)− 4176344893416403
990904320000
π2
+
1753088
1575
γ2 − 32768
15
ζ(3) +
7012352
1575
ln2(2) +
1753088
1575
ln(y)γ +
7012352
1575
γ ln(2)
+
3506176
1575
ln(2) ln(y)
)
y7
+
169822838237
245581875
πy15/2 . (D10)
The complete 7.5PN computation of the k−normalized, m2−rescaled octupolar tidal invariant J2˙+ is given by
m62J2˙+ = 18(1− 3y)(1− 2y)2y9(1 + νδ̂2˙+) , (D11)
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where
δ̂2˙+ = −2 +
13
3
y +
167
12
y2 +
(
−1327
24
+
1165
512
π2
)
y3
+
(
−512
3
γ − 256
3
ln(y)− 1024
3
ln(2) +
4309069
14400
− 919
192
π2
)
y4
+
(
−266364907
604800
+
25855117
294912
π2 +
79712
315
ln(y) +
159424
315
γ +
94912
63
ln(2)− 486 ln(3)
)
y5
−54784
315
πy11/2
+
(
640244
567
ln(y) +
30132
7
ln(3) +
1280488
567
γ − 3388984
2835
ln(2)− 12986651897
7257600
− 1807468975
7077888
π2 − 12666295
1048576
π4
)
y6
+
18653182
33075
πy13/2
+
(
−8192
3
ζ(3) +
1194070016
3274425
ln(2) +
109568
315
ln2(y)− 49548974752
3274425
γ − 132126957
12320
ln(3)− 30510962277409
23781703680
π2
+
142382205611
805306368
π4 +
2182965632437
938843136
− 24774487376
3274425
ln(y)− 9765625
2592
ln(5) +
1753088
315
ln2(2) +
438272
315
γ2
+
1753088
315
ln(2)γ +
438272
315
ln(y)γ +
876544
315
ln(y) ln(2)
)
y7
+
20370348976
9823275
πy15/2 +Oln (y
8) . (D12)
In this case, the contribution of the (jump-regularized but still unsubtracted) low multipoles turns out to be
δ̂
l=0,(unsub)
2˙+
= −1
3
(18y − 7)y(−1 + y)
(1− 2y)(1− 3y)3/2 (D13)
and
δ̂
l=1,(unsub)
2˙+
= −1
3
y(126y2 − 91y + 15)
(1− 2y)(1− 3y)3/2 . (D14)
The subtraction term reads B̂(y; l) = Lb̂0(y) + b̂1(y), with
b̂0(y) = 1− 15
8
y − 185
64
y2 − 4155
1024
y3 − 76275
16384
y4 − 309213
131072
y5 +
9719235
1048576
y6 +
1568005965
33554432
y7
b̂1(y) = −419
96
y +
285
128
y2 +
6401
4096
y3 − 104915
49152
y4 − 7021983
524288
y5 − 86553773
2097152
y6 − 13597215787
134217728
y7 . (D15)
Finally, the PN-solution terms contribute
S
(6)
(PN) = −
45
176
y +
1120709
247104
y2 + (−17267970589193
1086822696960
+
1165
512
π2)y3
+
(
−919
192
π2 +
38043781607578480627
575814967189862400
)
y4
+
(
−178102591076445413767429
221112947400907161600
+
25855117
294912
π2
)
y5
+
(
−1807468975
7077888
π2 +
143778662972046270001175803568729
36347479390399151052029952000
− 12666295
1048576
π4
)
y6
+
(
142382205611
805306368
π4 − 81105348347393296735582762457425451401
7292758264889685667079289569280000
− 16724117257249
23781703680
π2
)
y7 . (D16)
The final result for the 1SF contribution to the irreducible octupolar invariant J3+ is obtained by inserting Eqs.
(D12) (D10) in Eq. (D2).
The octupolar-level invariants presented in this appendix have not yet been numerically computed. The high-
accuracy analytic formulas that we give for them might serve as useful test beds of future numerical SF computations.
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